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Student’s speech opens rally
By Teresa I .y ddane
Daily staff writer
Jose Acosta expected his first semester at
SJSU to be a quiet. uneventful one

Ken Wong - Special to the Daily
SJSU student Jose Acosta gets a handshake from Dukakis

He was wising.
Friday night, the campaign staff for Democratic presidential candidate Michael Dukakis
called the political science student and asked him
to give the introductory speech at Monday ’s rally .
"I was shocked:. said Acosta, a juMor "But
of course I told them yes."
The next three day s would he a whirlwind of
political hoopla for the 23 -year-old student.
He spent Saturday night at the temporary’ Du-

kakis staff headquarters at the Fairmont Hotel.
where he met with Charlie Duncan, chief of the
Du kak is ads ance team
Acosta said Duncan asked him to wine a resume that detailed his goals. background and family 1 he list was later forwarded to Dukakis_ so
the candidate would know more about the student
before he began the rally .
Acosta prepared his speech w hile at the
Fan mom He said the words came easy . but he
was won ied about the deliver\
Atte, spending all day Sunday in the Student
Union Ballroom decorating or the rally he went
Ii’ the l’an mom to pellet. t his speech

1ftei the rally Acosta .11. tw ed signs of
tigue He v,Is s:hexed to sit driwn and he an lied
trom lau:k id sleep
Dre.sed in a double breasted wool suit and a
loosened nes k ne. cosI,i eplamed that the IA hole
thing didn’t tio him until later in the day . He said
he V1.11110 el lief klulls, lust e\l’Iied.
11
All night long 111 tiuuiit ,1 a
ror." he said as lie wiped his bloodshot eyes."The said could crash in rine tit the hotel
rooms it 1 m anted to. hut I didn’t
Acosta ’s speech it Montlax ’s Dukakis rally
was not his In st involvement xs iii the campaign.
hut it was his most mernokilde
1 Sit Ill 1/ ha, /we
I

Artifacts turn up
A time to remember
at Morgan Hill site
By Dan Turner
Daily stall writer
Developers Doug and Susan Van
Horn turned up a big surprise in the
earth near their housing project in
Morgan Hill.
In the piles of dirt displaced by
bulldaters. an SJSU archaeologist
discovered artifacts from an Indian
tribe which inhabited the region
about 4.0(X) years ago.
The Van Horns wanted to construct a half-acre park, dedicated to
the Ohlone Indians who were living
in this area for perhaps 10.0(X) years
before the Spanish arrived.
The couple invited archaeologist
Alan Leventhal and a group of Oh lone descendants to the site to discuss a name for the park and help design a commemorative plaque.
We walked around the site for
about five minutes, and we started
picking up mortars and pestles and
fluke stone.’ Leventhal said. "We
said, ’There’s an -archaeological site
here. Of course, the developer was
very embarrassed."
Susan Van Horn, who is part Cherokee, said she and her husband had
hired an archaeologist to do a report
on the site before the construction
began.
"They didn’t find anything.
which is kind of upsetting," she
said. "When the artifacts were
turned up. we didn’t even know they
were there because we didn’t know
what to look for.’’
Susan Van Horn said a great deal
if respect should he paid to the sites

’When the artifacts
were turned up, we
didn’t even know
they were there,
because we didn’t
know what to look
for.’
Susan Van

Horn,
Landowner

of ancient Indian settlements and
burial grounds. The couple has agreed to hold off further construction
until Leventhal thinks the dig is
complete.
"This is something we can all
look back on. Susan Van Horn
said. "It’s exciting to be part of it."
The site has attracted a lot of interest in Morgan Hill. Local students
from grade school through college
came to offer their help Saturday.
Because the project is not sponsored by any university or organization. Leventhal and his team rely entirely on volunteers.
Leventhal hopes to display the
major artifacts found at the site in
existing museums. Very few studies
has been done on the Ohlones, considering their significance in the his See ARTIFACTS, hack page

tt.

I.isa Zgorski and Paige Van Sant, both sophomore nursing students,
read the ribbons honoring MI 1.s. This ribbons and cards are placed

Kathleen Howe Daily staff ohotOgrapher
around trees on campus as part of 11051 7111 A Awareness eek. The
ribbons carry the names of servicemen still missing.

Grocery giveaway

Campus food drive
aids local residents

Kathleen Howe Daily staff photographer
Volunteer (’ynthia Suda (I) gives food to Cynthia Evans as part of a fond giveaway

By Stacy De Salvo
Daily staff writer
Standing in the sun -lit parking lot
or hist Immanuel Lutheran Church.
Ii erre Rivas waited patient!) for her
two tree bags of grocei les
Legally blind and still recuperating from foot 111)2eI.\ . the elderly
San Jose resident said never helore
had she accepted food nom any
charity, or any assistance twin the
government.
But now she IleCded some help
her first social security check hadn’t
yet an iced in the marl
"Oh nice! Thank y011. Jesus, for
that, she said. show mg a gapped tooth smile as a church volunteer
handed her the groceries. "This
helps a lot...
The hags of groceries were just
two of do/ens given away last week
at the downtown church.
Much of the food it distributes

Long Beach football star shot at family party
attempting to remove it, ’i, said.
The sophomore recei et
was
scheduled to play in Saturday’s football game against SJSU at Spartan
Stadium.
Seay. 21, was the victim of an apparent gang -related drive -by shooting. Cox said.
A 17 -year-old gang member has
been arrested for investigation of assault with a deadly weapon. An adult
wanted ill the shooting is still at
large.
Neighbors and classmates who
have talked to Seay’s family say
(’ox.
trouble
began when people were
Because the position of the bullet
isn’t thought to be harmful, doctors asked to leave a Halloween party.
The
party
was held at Seay’s sister’s
by
don’t want to risk complications
By Reggie Burton
Daily staff writer
Long Beach State University’s
star wide receiver Mark Seay was
listed in lair condition Tuesday after
being shot in the lower back Sunday
night. a hospital spokesperson said
Seay underwent surgery to remove his right kidney Sunday night
at Memorial Medical Center in Long
Beach. The bullet entered his lower
back and traveled through his liver,
kidney and lung before lodging near
his heart, said spokesperson Richard

west I aing Reach apartment
.long Beach police of Ix !als could
not he reached for comment.CSU.ong Beach Head Coach I.arry Reis big was speaking to a news station
and was also unavailable.
The university’s athletic department expressed concern about
Seay’s athletic future.
’Mark is a very gifted athlete who
has two years to improve his game
and possibly gut onto a professional
career. said Shayne Schroeder,
Long Reach State’s sports information directin ’’We hope this incident
does not rum Ins chances...
A foidball and baseball star at San
Bernardino High SC11001. Seay was

drafted by the Texas Rangers and
played two years of minor league
baseball.
He came to CM’ I.ong Beach last
fall on an athletic scholarship.
Seay leads the I aing Beach 49er’s
I I -7. I-21 in weer% mg. kickoff te
turns and all purpose yardage. The
sophomore has caught 31 passes tie
480 yards and one touchdown.
He was among the leaders in the
Big West Conference in pass recep
lions and kickoll returns.
The shooting incident was the sec
mind this season nook mg an SJSI
toot ball Ipponent.
%sin ’toted PreAA elminbuted Ii
tilt% report.

Coverup’
shown free
on campus
it \ martin cheek
rail writer

’Fix ing to intlutum,.
mg a
weekly comes trom the San Jose three ,ampn,
Food Bank. which last
eek
- MON le
,..mge Bush
oh food,
eeked a 5.111111
played be’. ,,du.itu
a I ai ins and
collected twin tits( students durmg drug deals
HOIlleC0111111:2 V1r eek
The tree shovu mg. ol "Co\ crup
’l115,111
Icnsen, a food hank tiehind the Iran Cumira Allan are
’u bet
sti id the donat tint sits sponsored h the Campus 1)eino’s
largest in three years by crats. the SJJ.il. SANI- Ilee/e group
and the Limnipus ellaplel 01 All-CliA.
"The students were ellillth1,1,11.. a Chicano I .atino oigain/ation
and generous. Jensen said
The giotms.tre ph...entire,: the do,
I he
tumid ’.5,15 inctediltle It untx’iutars to pet strait: students not to
aitet
’.’.,is the kind of huh] people could sole for the Republik
ptesidential
ieall use now
candidate hecduse if his tole iii the
luch of the canned tood was Iran Vontra scandal. smil lxi
high protein. bights luminous fond. law ler, president ot S \ \ I I ’,Nit
she said. The food hank distributes
show at noon.
The movie w
its food to soup kit hens. emetgency
tit
Nov
.4.30 p
pantries, homeless shelters. haltered Nov . 3 and at
the Student I. ’1110II (41,1.1.11(1;v Rott.
women shelters, and chins tics
The Foist Immanuel I utheran
I aw ler called the mos ix’ "a pie
church help. ; 111111 people a month. sentation ut tas trial information that
N / I /Oa /h/C4 /411/C
((1, /RI ’1’. At,

rlettio) n
LP rviaaw
A Special Report by
Seniors in Journalism
See insert
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A visit is worth
a thousand words
INearlv .3,000 students turned out to see
chael Dukakis when he visaed campus M,.11
day I he Student liii ni Ballroom was filled to
capacity and the excess crowd of I .500 spilled
into the Amphitheater
Where Ais ( c re
When Bush passed through this area, he apparently (Win think it worth his while to \1st(
C011e!,1e ianirtisc., or even address students’
concerns. !students Lliin.t have a high voter
turnout. Hi -tech industry is where the power
lies in the Silicon \ ;tile\ .
Bush show ed v, hat his priorities are when
he spoke about ii
Editorial
eign trade and cam
talist ideals at ’p
plied Materials in Santa Clara. The speech was
exclusiv el y klovv’ted to the company’s employees and. ol
tii se. the media.
Dukak is. I lo d Bentsen and Jesse Jackson.
on the other hi,iiicl. his i sited several elementary’ schools and tints ersities in the area.
Dukak IS know s there is no time to waste.
otes and students remain a
He needs the sw
chief component oh these votes.
He canie to S.M. because his platform has
something to ollcr students. He has promised
to reinstate student loans and ;4rants that were
cut during the Reagan -Bush administration. In
addition, his plan or college financial aid reform would allim stmlents to repay their loans
based on their income after graduation. ’Fins
would allow students to enter social -service
and other low -paying jobs without the pressure
of high monthly payments.
Bush has yet to introduce a new college aid
plan.
Before voting Nov. K. take time to consider
which candidate best represents student interests

Open Invitation

Scientific Illiteracy :
some stumpers from a recent

survey

DoLS THL EARTH
Go ARouNti 1HI SUN
OR VICE VERSA?

lir ARE LASERS
LIGHT Ig.AMS
OR souNo

Jeff
Elder

A word in the hand . . .

HOW LONG DOLS
TAKE. FOR THE
LATH To co
APOuNb THE SUN 9

VERSA 9

INCREASED MILITARY
SPENDING AND TAX
CUTS WILL PRONcE.
GIGANTIC WHAT ?

People should open minds, not mouths
Sex.
Birds do it. Bees do a. Men and
women doIi
So is by can’t women do it with
women and tnen do it is ith men?
It’s a crude is as ot putting an intimate physical bonding 1.vetween two
people. hut that’s What homosei nalits hods down to. And I’m hied of
healing the erroneous arguments
against it
"Homosexuality is an abominable
Leah Pels
sin," say naditional Christians and
other religious persons. Thes claim
homosevuals will go to hell after In fact, it is close to overflowing, so
they die because ot their %cilia! pier- the argument for procreation doesn’t
erences. Then they make lite on work any longer.
’’God is punishing homosexuals
earth toy homoseuals lust as much
let
perhaps to help make the for their dei iant behavior by
hell
ing them with AIDS." the relianso ion less abrupt
-\iiei condemning gays and lesbi- giousls righteous continue.
Never mind the drug users, hemoans. these people reel off scripture
passages to support their claims Do pluliacs, ;nal hundreds of heterosexthei eiei stop to think about When uals who !lase also cowl acted the
these .L111,1111 es were written and by disease.
"The biological makeup of huwhom
In the early times of cis ill/ Amin mans is such that men and women fit
homosexuals
against homosexualus together sexualls
the ’law
had its place. It was a man and a don’t," say the more sc ie rice
woman’N job to create as many chit- oriented objectors to homosev malty .
The earth’s continents also used to
dren as needed iii support the family
fit together. hut they ha ie since
and the society as a whole.
Obi musts . the sexual union of drifted apart and they ’re doing tine.
gas and lesbians defeated this pur- ti wasn’t right. it is asn’t wrong. it
lust happened. It the SiMIC with hopose
Noss . though. the world has no mosexuality.
And what about the proliferation
problem filling its population quota.

stantls reminded it !hat turbulent era
called the ’60s
The co. ul rights movement was
gathering momentum. The assassination of N1artin Luther nig. Jr.
shocked the nation.
The Beatles stirred up the world
is ith their new form of rock ’n’ roll.
Many can’t help but to learn of
those famous events thniugh the
continuous wave ot tiles ision
show s_ mos ies. or classes at school.
one of trih v, as potierlul era
umphs and one of tragedies.
Some of us familiar with those
events were actually there and protested in the streets. They are re -

Lorraine Morgan
ferred to as the "children" of the
’60s and are either in their 30. or 40s
now. Many of them have probably
directly experienced those esents,
hut there remains a forgotten group

I TtliNK I CAN,
I THINK ’I. CAN,
2 litiNt; I. CAN,
1 TANK I CAP

A 1-,

’D

PUBLICA
TP\VY

of manuals tinlable illustrating the
hundreds of sesual positions for heterosexuals’? Homosesuid positions
are iouch more natural position than
at least half of the contortions hound
in Kama Sutra. one such manual.
"Homosevuals should stay in the
closet." sass my friend Margaret, a
heterosexual. "Why do they need to
advertise their sex lives?"
This from the same woman who
complains incessantly to friends and
acquaintances about her inability to
rvat.h orgasm. Is that more legitimate than a man simply wanting to
talk about how things are going with
his hos iend without people keeling
oi eV in shock?
Then there are those who denot nice homosexuality simply beii is different.
You’d better be careful, she’s a
lesbian." a male co-worker said to
me a few years ago after a fellow
waitress rubbed the tension out of
my shoulders.
"Well, golly gee, for some reason
I thought she had seen my exhaustion and was trying to make me feel
better," I said to the man. "Now I
know she was realty.. trying to infect
me with her disake and ’make me
one of them.
"Did I say something wrong?" he
replied with a dumb look on his face.
Some people just don’t get it but it’s about time they tried.

The forgotten children of the 1960s
It iu,iy he the Nit,. hut is ete ion

The Spartan Daily would like to extend an invitation to our on campus readers.
A himimthly feature on the 1-:orum
page this semester "Campus Voice Will
be your opportunity to speak out in the
Daily on issues concerning the campus
community .
Columns should be typed. double
spaced and approximately 2 to 3 pages
long.
Submissions must include author’s
name, major or occupation, address and
phone number.

Elder Skelter

it people
v. ere also there. They
experienced those events in a less-direct way. They were the actual children of the ’60s. Children between
the ages of 3 and 12.
I happen to be one of those children
not old enough at the time to
protest, but old enough to actually
experience the emotions of what was
going on. All of those events are still
very clear in my mind.
I clearly recall the assassination of
John F. Kennedy. I was only four at
the time, but it’s an event that was so
powerful, it affected everyone,
young and old. I recall the silence in
the streets and the funeral being
broadcast on all channels for several
days. 1 rememernber crying because
I knew a great man was killed. It was
one event in the ’60s that I shall
never forget.
But the ’60s weren’t only bad
!tines. They’re probably the best
nines of my life. As children, we
weren’t rushed to grow up. 1 lived in
Germany from ’67 to ’71 and recall
the powerful influence of the music,
especially that of the Beatles.
Music is a strong influence on
young children. The music of the
’60s is what I grew up with. We
memoriied all the words to the tunes
of the Beatles. We got on top of garbage cans and danced to the sounds
of Ike and Tina Turner. Those were
the fun times, and the music during
that era helped to make it so.
Another memory of the ’60s is the
Vietnani War. We children were
pratically torn-apart because of the
war. Since my father was in the military. there was always a constant
fear that he would be called off to
battle. All of my friends expressed
the same concern, and we prayed
every night that it wouldn’t be our
fathers. Fortunately, my father was
never called. Sadly enough, the fathers of my friends were.
I went through the same feelings
and emotions that many of the older
people did. I hated the war in Vietnam. I was terrified of that new drug
they called LSD. and it saddened me
to hear about the struggle of black
people. Even though I was very
young, the conflicts and happiness
really raised my consciousness. It
made me hope and pray for a better
world in which we could all live, no
matter what color we are.
Though I was very young, the
meaning of the ’60s have made me
who lam today.

us on the Spartan Daily and for other
For
writers, words are really something
special. I can’t describe it. What’s that
word, insidious? No, that’s not it.
t lin . . . wait a minute.
Actually. I make my way into our beloved
asbestos-filled den called Dwight Bente! Hall
every morning, and words seem like a ball and
chain. When we crank out a good issue, words
seem like a loving spouse. But, mostly, words
seem like a great and ancient mystery that I
will never understand.
Everyone uses words differently. Some use
them ingeniously, some idiotically. And
sometimes great writers and speakers make
blunders and illiterates stumble upon verbal
profundity. What people say and write is often
full of fascinating nuggets. whether they be
malapropisms or clever turns of phrase.
This column is made up of those nuggets,
which I have been collecting for a few weeks.
Since I will quote many of my friends and
fellow Daily staff members. I think it’s only
fair I start with myself.
I can be terrible when it comes to choosing
between two things, and when describing this
fault to our forum editor, Mike Lewis, I said,
"It’s the nature of the beast, the grass is
always greener." What beasts and grass have
to do with indecision. I’m not sure.
Cliches can frequently lead to trouble.
Leigh Kinnsse, Associated Students director
of California state affairs, made a recent gaffe
when talking to one lour reporters: "I don’t
think Dean is going to leave us out in the
middle of the road without a paddle," Leigh
said. What does one do with a paddle in the
middle of the road? Spank cars?
One of life’s eternal questions is supposed
to be. "If a tree falls in the forest and no one is
there to hear it, does it still make a sound?"
The sound waves strike no ear drum, so it is
truly a stumper. But consider this version of
the riddle, from the mouth of Katarina Jonholt,
our editor in chief: "If a tree is in a forest and
it’s all by itself, how big is it if no one sees
it?"
frequently say funny things at
parties. Some of them are obscene, like
this one from my friend Minnesota Tim
( irubisit: "I need a big or piss and a new
life." When MT saw me writing this down he
amended his statement. "What I really mean
to say is that I need to piss but I don’t want to
get up."
Other party conversation is just charming
in a banal way. "My realtor’s going to be on
Jeopardy," Jessica Woltman informed a room
full of friends the other night. Doesn’t that
sound like a line from a Woody Allen film? In
case anyone is interested. Jess’ realtor will be
on Nov. 23. .
Some of my favorite turns of phrase are
plays on words. My brother is an architecture
freak who says he has an "Edifice complex."
Lewis inquired at his Halloween party the
other night, "What is a non sequitur, and I
have to go to the store.’’
In one episode of "Cheers," Frasier tells
Diane, "You’re being redundant, you’re
repeating yourself, you’re saying the same
thing over and over again."
Henry Winkler said something on a talk
show that mystified me the other night. He was
speaking of an actress in one of his films.
"She took a part that could have been saw dust
and turned it into a triumvirate," he said.
Well, I’ll be a monkey’s uncle. From saw dust
to a triumvirate.
National Public Radio reported this week
that President Reagan said something pretty
silly. According to NPR. Reagan said that
Harry Truman would be a Republican if he
were alive today. That makes about as much
sense as when Sirhan Sirhan claimed Robert
Kennedy would forgive hint for shooting hint.
Gosh, guys, thanks for cluing the rest of us in.
I’d like to close with another banal quote,
like Jessica’s about her realtor. Sometimes
simple statements that are just playful are the
most fun. Striding across the newsroom with a
big, goofy grin on his face, Vic Vogler, our
copy editor unleashed a dandy: "I think it’s
time for some Spaghetti O’s." For my part.
Vic. I hope it’s always time for some Spaghetti
O’s,
Jeff Elder is the City Editor. He would
like to dedicate this column to Marnie and
Bert. Elder Skelter appears on
Wednesdays.

people

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
you
our readers.Your ideas, comments,
criticisms and suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we can better serve the
campus community.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic.
However personal attacks and letters in poor
taste will not be published. All letters may be
edited for length or libel. Letters must bear the
writer’s name, major, phone number and class
level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the
second floor of Dwight Bentel Hall.
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SJSU project may help determine if Mars had life
Ity Martin Cheek
Daily staff writer
A Finned developed by SJSU
phy sic. students may be used one
day to determine if life once existed
in lakes on Mars.
Joe Beckard. an SJSU physics
professor. said graduate students are
developing an experiment that would
test the Martian soil for "hints" of
life .
The students are working on a
"diode laser as small as the head of a
pin" that would determine the ratio
of a certain type of carbon in the
planet’s soil. Beckard said.
The Martian probe would scoop a
.ample of dirt from the planet’s surface.The soil would be heated until
carbonate rock becomes carbon dioxide gas. The diode laser would determine if the gas is the kind exhaled
by living creatures.
Christopher McKay. a scientist at
Ames Research Center. told about

‘If there was life on Mars, even if it’s dead
now, it could tell us whether life is a
wide-spread phenomenon.’
- Christopher McKay,
Scientist
50 SJSU students Thursday that
Mars has the chemical makeup
needed for life.
McKay spoke in the Science
Building to students and faculty
about the state of current research
about life on Mars, the fourth planet
from the sun.
Nicknamed "Mister Mars" by
fellow scientists. McKay said the environments of Mars and Earth were
very similar 3.5 billion years ago.
Bacterial life forms probably devel-

oped on Mars at the same time they
did on Earth.
"We think that Mars is dead no%
but it might have been alive three
and a half billion years ago." he
said.
At that time, the planet was warm
and wet. Mars is miss a cold desert
world thought by mina scientist. to
be barren of life.
"If there vs as life on Mars, even if
it’s dead no% , it could tell us
whether life is a wide -spread phe-

nomeium.’ ’ McKay said
The Viking Spat:watt landed OD
Mars in 1976 to winch for lite, hut
signs iil
did not find
"Viking landed on Mai. the year 1
entered graduate school." he said
"The most amazing thing to me v. a.
die tact that the planet vv as pretty unamazing.’
McKay shov.ed Viking slides of a
briimiu. lucky world coxered by a
light frost of carbon dioxide.
"Most of ’.5 fiat me learned about
Mars cxe learned beginning in 1976
when the Mars A’iking landed." he
said.
A’iking discovered that Mars has
all the elements needed for life. Hut
the condition of the soil keeps life
from forming.
"Not only was there no life on
Mars, there were sonic oxidizing
agents in the soil neutralizing organic matter.’’ he said.
The planet had interested scien-

SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
tor SJSU student. Inculty and stuff
organkations. hems may he submitted on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Hentel Hall &nun 208, hut
will not he accepted over the phone.
Deadline lnr the next day’s publica0,,n FY /WOO.

TODAY
Reed !Magazine: Send whim...ions
for fiction. poetry and art to Faculty
Offices Room 102. For information
call 286-8153.
Human Resources Management
Club: Speaker, Linda Christian
from McDonnell -Douglass, 5 p.m..
S.U. Pacheco Room. For information call (415) 668-3607.
Arnold Air Society: POW/MIA
Awareness Week Booth. 11 a.m.-2
p.m.. Student Union. For information call 736-5071.
Cycling Club: Meeting. k p.m..
S.111. Pacheco Room. For information call 293-0625.
Departments of Art History,
Chemistry and History: Seminar
"Gutenberg Meets the Cyclotron. 3 p.m.. Duncan Hall Room 135. For
information call 924-4961.
Arnold Air Society: POW/MIA
Awareness Week Candlelight Vigil,
7 p.m.. Spartan Memorial Chapel.
736-p71.
’ill
I

Anthropology-Cybernetics
Systems Club: Meeting, 4 p.m., Duncan Hall Room 238. For information
call 297-4926.
Social Dance Club: Weekly practice. 5 p.m.. S.U. Guadalupe Room.
For information call 426-1366.
Chicano library Resource Center: Educational equity issues, noon.
Wahlquist Library North Room 307.
For information call 924-27t)7.
Meteorology Department: Seminar, "Numerical analysis of the role
of the sea breeze fronts on air quality
in coastal and inland areas." 4 p.m..
Duncan Hall Room 615.
Alpha Omicron Pi: Mr. Fraternity
contest. 6 p.m.. D.B. Cooper’s. For
information call (415) 443-2475.
Re-Entry
Advisory
Program:
"Raising your self-esteem," 12:30
p.m., S.U. Pacheco Room. For information call 924-5913.
Germania Club: Meeting. 6:30
p.m.. Das Haus. 499 South Fifth St.
For information call 279-3258.
Forerunners: Bible study. 7:30
p.m.. S.U. Costanoun Room. For
information call 263-2628.
Theatre Arts Department: "The
Rise and Fall of the Third Right."
12:30 p.m.. Studio Theatre. For information call 258-2171.

Crime watch
Attempted suicide:
A student who attempted suicide was found in her room Oct.
27 at Hoover Hall, conscious but
uncooperative. Resident assistant
Fluffy Kendall told university police that the victim said she had
taken pills and would jump out
the window. The victim was
taken to O’Connor Hospital for
72 -hour observation.
Theft:
Valerie Lindsay. 18. reported her backpack stolen from
the Student Union Bookstore
Monday
Attempted burglary:
Connie Schloz, 24. reported
that someone pushed in her window screen at Allen Hall sometime between Friday evening and
Saturday morning. No apparent
entry was made and no loss was
reported, except damage to the
screen.
Assault and battery:
A clerk was assaulted at the
7-11 convenience market at 6th
and San Salvador streets at 1:55
a.m. Sunday. Robert Cordova.
23, entered the store and began
throwing things on the floor. The
clerk. Mulugeta Ogbe. 34, intervened and was attacked by Cor-

THURSDAY
Learning
Disability
Support
Group: Planning session for Spring
’89, 3:30 p.m., S.1
Ciistanoan
Room. For information call 924
6001.

FOR ADULT
RNERS

Join the JCPenney team this
holiday season and you’ll earn
extra money and receive a discount on your personal purchases.

JAN 5 - 20, 1989

GALAPAGOS
ISLANDS
JAN 3 - 17, 1989

-A,04pr

SEMSNORTAGE1
BOOK NOW
FOR THE HOLIDAYS
NOM
ItUrn
from
from
from

BRISBANE

EGYPT
JAN 10 - 19, 1989
Spring
& Summer
programs.

FREE CATALOG!
Get yours from
Continuing Education,
DBH 136B or Bldg. T
or call

RIO

from

TAHITI

from
Nom
from
from
from
from

SYDNEY
AUCKLAND
BANGKOK
HONG HONG
BALI

R0040,1111,

270
316

540

632
320 650
340 680
- 699
440880
295 569
405
380
415

745
725
715

325

563

425

850

FUGHTS AVAILABLE FROM ALL
MAJOR U.S. CITIES
CALL FOR FREE INFORMATION
BOOKLET
ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS

1-415-841-1037

82 SHATTUCK SO
BERKELEY CA 94704

1-415-391-8407
166 GEARY ST r702
SAN FRANCISCO
CA WIN

924-2680

ST

FREESCHOLARSHIP INFORMATION FOR
STUDENTS WHO NEED

RIONE1 FOR COLLEGE
Every Student Is Eligible for Some Type of
Financial Aid Regardless of Grades or Parental Income.
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PROGRAM WARD PRESIarTS

AGEE. PHILLIP
FORMER CIA OFFICER,
CONTROVERS IA.L AUTP.CR ,
LECTURER

FREE
ADMISSION

Phillip Agee

s

.
Date: Thursday,
Nover 3, 1988
Time:

J

.t.IC 2151E

12 noon

Location: San Jose
State University
Loma Prieta Room
(Student Union
Ballroom)
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/
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SWEETSTIVEVIr
Honey Hill Farms Frozen Yogurt
Student Union Cafeteria
Today From 11 - 4

op Free Drawing cv
Prizes Include T-Shirts
and Yogurt Coupons

HONEY HILL FARMS
Dodd

AMY

ii0Or346-6401

Account Executives
Croy! Andenon Cyndy Andrmthn \Actor Snarl
Sandra If.,.,. Philp RthIr, Celia Carrot. Philippe
Cowls. Michelle Donley Mike Gawk Oebise
Grow. Mike Johnson, Penney King. ISane ink ‘one
Kkrster, I N MeGreethr, Dan Recur. John Robinson.
Sheen Sarin, Kfmberly Staff. Dave Swoon Dew
les Wochroorth Jandle Wuml
ArtMs
Nov Meddlers
Cheml I Aube.. I

WITH

Results GUARANTEED
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Kaianna Jonholi
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Jeff Eider
Advertising rhrectot
Denim. Charlebon
News Editor
Kathy While
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Kara Myer,
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Mike I owls
Political Edith,
Dant Parkin
Feature Editor
!lapel Whitman
Sports Editor
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Entertainment Fills,,
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Photographer
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Bob Nonni..
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National Adventaing Manager
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Kim Vanhole
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MOT VALID

’Free
F
Delivery (restrictions apply)
Breakfast served 7:00-10:30 a.m.
One North First St., San Jose, CA 95113 *(408) 294-KING
.

have a data bank of over 200,000 listings of scholarships.
We
fellowships, grants, and loans, representing over $10 billion in private
sector funding.
Many scholarships are given to students based on their academic
Interests, career plans, family heritage and place of residence
There’s money available for students who have been newspaper car.

Come Taste

(UCPS 509.480)

LITTLE $2.99
KING
FRESH FOOD FASTS

THE STUDENT TRAVEI NETWORK

Spartan Daily
Serving the San Jose State
University Community
Since 1934

Any regular sandwich
16o;. soft drink
Chocolate Chip Cookie

Special Student and Youth Fares

WORLD
WIDE

San Jose, CA 95119
(408) 226-0424

The Big Deal.

STA
TRAVEL
100 OFFICES

’6811(1 291
STOCKHOLM

New Patient Exam

(Coupon good on oral exam with a new patient examination. Exp 11/30/88)

EASTRIDGE MALL

,ONDON
OASIS

It lute es isted on Mars, it probably
died hecause the planet became t011
cold, he said. The carbon dim ide
that insulated the planet turned into
rock after mixing with water.

Santa Teresa Medical Building
275 Hospital parkway, Suite 700

JCPenney

Ow

said.

ALEX J. BAUMER, D.M.D.

Full time and Part time positions
are available. Apply in person
during store hours.

f ROM ’SAN FRANCISCO ON SCREDUrf D ART iNES

NEPAL

17

dova, according to James Dempsey. an 18-year-old SJSU student
who witnessed the incident. Cordova was taken to Santa Clara
County Jail.
Vandalism:
Unknown suspects broke into
Spartan Stadium Thursday and
took golf cans from the pens. The
carts were driven all over the
southwest lawn area, tearing up
the field. Several axles on the
carts were broken and several ,
tires became flat.
Bike thefts:
A bike estimated to be worth
$OX) was stolen from behind the
Spartan Complex Oct. 26. It was
reportedly locked to a light pole
at the time it was taken.
A bike was reported stolen
from the bike rack beneath the
Dining Commons Monday.
False alarms:
Bob Tramel reported smelling smoke on the third floor of the
Engineering Building Thursday.
The San Jose Fire Department responded and determined the
cause to be a possible burnt ballast or short circuit.
A fire alarm was activated at
West Hall Saturday. The SJED
responded hut found no fire.

$20.00 OFF on

WORLDWIDE

TRAVEL/STUDY

he puiely
said. Hui a
loin( 1111sh1011 hetcceen the United
States and the Sox let Union could
prompt leadeis to fund it tor !mph.% ed
ielations.
low!s found on
Mn’. might hold the key to him lit.’
begins on a planet. McKay said
’Mars might actually bold a bet
ter record of the or ’gm ot lite than
the earth does becatise till earth. that
(record) has been rewritten.- hc

GENERAL DENTISTRY
ORTHODONTICS COSMETIC BONDING

SALES
MEChA: Meeting. 6 p.m.. Wahlquist Library North Room 307. For information call 298-2531.
-cenin2.
M
Democrats:
Campus
noon. S.U. Montalvo Room. I-ui iii
formation call 280-7225.

lists in the 19th ceiitur m ho thought
di/awns existed on the v.orld because of changing surface patterns
At the turn (it the cetiltir astio
Winer.. speculated that these pane, ris
could haw been taunts or Lanais
Scientists knOM dllterent today, hut
still don’t understand what causes
the changing patterns.
A robot probe could reach Mars
by 1998 to look for fossilized remains .it bacteria in dry lake beds,
McKay said.
1.,%er to
The probe would has
search the planet for suuul sd11111ICS to
he sent back to Earth. he said. The
project mould cost about S6 bullion.
The interest in the protect would

CI \

iiiF CITIMAlk 1i90/1.% 1, ..

WANTS
TO PICK
YOUR
BRAIN.
$100 PRIZE
1/t- Pe/tiif)ii447
On Campus Tournament Nov. 14-16
Deadline to sign up (teams or
individuals) Wednesday Nov 9 at the
Student Union information Center.

The Varsity Sport of the Mind
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SPORTS

Golfers finish sixth
Darren
Sabedra

SJSU-Fresno: Why October?
It ditesn’t make sense
title riWhy do SJS1’ and Ilt,111, State. it.
vals in the Big West ConierCIICe. pl., their annual
football game in (Ictobei ’
t.TCLA doesn’t pia) CS(’ in October. The sdrue
\ li.higan-Ohio State.
holds true for Staidoid
Hars.ard-Vale and the lest 01 the .-onference iiy.11
games.
Sure. the Sp.frian-litilldog clash has only mien,
sified in the past Mice years
But :diet the past \No lassi, confrontations. there
.1111,111e1 Ihi iller.
$aas no icason Its S.111111.1.1
play ed to L’1,111. 111de the season
shouldn.t hay e
\
The conteienme mlianeed its name twin the
to the Big West toi moie ie.-ognition_ yet it schedules
its biggest game in the midseason
Fresno State beat SJSt. Saturday and probably
clinched the conference championship and its hist
California Bow I appeatance suite 1)/1;5
seised to yy III Olt: e.inme. but ilicie’s still three weeks
left III this se,Is1,11!
Ii team in the Big West has tine,: ..onterence
games letl. and now they All iiie.iil 110111110;
(.11eik

Craig Kohtruss --- Dal staff photographe
I I u rst

picks tip her hall after a putt

tin

111;i1

111:111kI

S1.111:

11111

11111

II

Lt1111C11k1

%WI 11111111C111,111,1 The team still needs ’550 11111s It)
capture the league champ’, fitship.
litilld, ies conclude the season against
. [NI
and Long It,’ i.11
league pommel
411,,
should ,tosno
’,Lae Fresno

teanIt’SJSU had a legitimate chance for the Big West
championship. I 5.1100--plus would probably turn out
for the Long Beach State game. That’s still low. but
that’s usually the average -size crowd for Spartan
home games.
There are times when a rivalry game doesn’t Inc
up to espectations. Michigan should easily beat kiwi)
Ohio State this season. The UCLA-USC game wasn’t
y competitise earlier this decade.
’Hien theie are times when the game is larger than
te I his ve(ii ’s Bruin -Trojan game_ for esample. has
ei eat healing on the national ranking, The Rose
It, yy I. the site for the game. has been sold out for two
month. Fans iii 1 v, ail for this contest
Nest Seal. lel’s hope the Big \Vest I e amps its
,hedule yy ith SJSU and Fresno State meeting at Bull dc S11111111111 III the final week ot the SC1,1101l.
rin sure Big West fans would wait anxiously for
that tine.

the ninth green
HELP

Women’s golf squad fares well at Stanford Invitational
II, 1-tm gen Bolton
stter
sisilm-illace finish at the
’slit?, iii his Qat ion,g1 lost weekend,
a1,1111:11.,
1;1,11
,1,.11:11
\lark Gale
Plans to take his team hack to Palo
No. Gale didn’t tinge!
thing.
Stanhild I III\ ci sits ust happens
to he the ,ite of the II)KK-K)) \CAA
eolt L11,1111111011Nlitp, iii\
bet Once tontnament, this
seat. sss..te V.C11 .111Call if 111,’,21eSS III
it
1.1s1
11,1111,.111S1,11
NI:X..1,11...
the
5.151 ...KAI said "(Atli goal is to get
my ’led to the national .11.1,111)10n
ships That’s what it is :ill about "
(1ale said he wrinkl like to see his
IC.IIII progress during the earl
pail
of the season, then I wish str1,11

time end So far his team is doing just
that
At the Stanford Golf Course.
S.1Sl’ earned a team score 01 909 to
tonsil sisili Oklahoma State finished tii,t is ith team sotie of 895.
’SC and ’lids., Imished a close second and third w ith scores ot 896 and
K97
SISC’s 1)enise Phillsiiik I unshed
.1111t,11!

,1111i

IIIL1111t111.11

the

10.1101,

t
ol \ Innic.ota’s hate Hughes settle oi
stiokes better than sec
:’. 1 rm \ma. il it
ond place finisher ( ’aths \him:keit of
hits&
The Spartans’ Pat Hurst, the first round leader. finished tie.41-for sixth
with a score of 222. Henri Hustler
shot a 225. good lot I flu place.
%\ 1111 .1 sColi

Ii

2211

Illi.

xs well as she played in vs nning
lit_ilost collegiate C11111111,111110111, Intl
weeks ago. I)ina Aminaccapane was
lList as had at the St:111101d Ins Ilallo11;11
ininaccapanc linished 74th in
the tournament 111111 .1 ’,Ole of 242.
Hei sub-pai pertoi ’name is surprising go en het masterful ettoi I in the
Tulsa Sli sekli otirti,iment Nos. 14.
In that tow nainent. A inniaLcapane shot a linal 11,1111(1 1,1 -.1 11, 1111’
IN11 111,1 v, ith a 11110: 11,1111(1 1111,11 111
SiSt

11111Shell 11111111\

IS not fully remos 11111/a1:111,1111:
end him! an 01 t se111011 auto accident in which both her legs were iniured..,But Gale said her problems at
Stanford may has C 110:11 11101V 111L II
lal than plisical.

"I don’t know it it the injuries)
had anything to do xx ith it.- Gale
said -But when 1011 11111 a tourna
mem. you’ie putting .1 101 of pressure
tIll ytffilseli 111 tit. II
It happens
ii

Ii ill t_’ssii ,iu.iI it’ll

moo. -

the Spartans are prt,
giessing. Nil Ill if the progress
will line huh 111,111k1V .1 championship
in ammo! totanament
To
that, his team still hake to
111111-e .11.1121essi
hike on
111111l1l1C.
he said.
5.15115 nest tournament action is
Nut embo 14-I 6 ;11 the \nmy Alcon
A 1)esert ("lassie in Palm
Springs

Gale said

Long Beach,
Fresno State
players earn
weekly honor

SJSU. meanwhile. plays lamg Beach State in its
tinal home game Saturday . The Spartans finish the
season at Fullerton and UNIV. But. with the loss to
Fresno State. these games mean basically zilch.
Aren’t most teams in this conference scraping
’hell pocketbooks for money? Isn’t financial assistalky. the reason why most Big West teams visited national trowels. like Nebraska. UCLA. and Washington this se111011. next season, and for the next couple
Of %c,ils’
It this is the ease. why doesn’t the league make its
ciniterence schedule more appealing
I’ll het no team in the Big West. with the exception ot Fiesno. will have a crowd larger than 10010
tor the lest of the season. That includes Saturday’s
Spartan-49ers game
There’s no leason for people to pay good money
to see something that’s already been decided I
wouldn’t expect tans to pay and watch a boxing
match if then shallenger has no chance to win.
Siiu e. 11 the Big West
like most conferences
had men is in contention for other bowl games, fans
would still turn out. But no team, other than Fresno.
has won more than half of its games.
How many bowl scouts are looking for a 3-6

hay
SANTA ANA (AP)
Beach State quarterback Jeff Graham and Fresno State linebacker
Tracy Rogers were named Big West
players of the week Monday.
Graham won the offensive honor
after throwing for a career -high and
school -record 518 yards in a 34-31
loss ut Hawaii Saturday.
Die senior front Costa Mesa.
completed 33 of 59 passes with two
touchdowns and no interceptions.
The 59 attempts tied the school record set by Todd Dillon against
Fresno State in 1982. Dillon also

held the old single-game record of

453 yards. set against San Jose State
in 1982.
Rogers. a senior from Taft. Calif..
canted the defensise honor aftcr
making 13 tackles, including nirte.
solo stops, and three quarterback
sacks for 27 yards in losses in Fresno
State’s 17-15 victory over the San
Jose State Spartans.
Rogers led a defense that held San
Jose State to 202 yards in total offense, its lowest output in three

years.

FEEL GOOD
ABOUT YOURSELF!

g

§ Bring canned food
ANTED-- k to help the needy.
;\ deliver your
k contribution
Ito our box in
Duncan Hall Rm 346

Mexican Restaurant
Cantina & Taqueria
Bus Persons
Food Servers
Cocktail Servers
Bartenders

1150 Murphy Ave San Jose
Al the corner of Brokaw &
Old Oakland Rd
437-1986

\
I,

t %\

§

-T O L101
For more info. call 298-6371
Computer
Assisted
Registration

SAN JOSE STATE FOOTBALL
YOUTH DAY...$5.00

Admission
To all Fans Under 18.

Rock to the music of the
Burning Heart Band at Pregame,
Sponsored by KATD Radio.

./1

Join the 20-20 Recycle Centers
at the Game Pitch in your plastic,
cans, & bottles for the Spartans.

Spartan Pride:

it/

Ca-tc

Don’t miss the last home game
of the season!

Call 924 FANS or any BASS Ticket Outlet

SPARTANS vs. Long Beach State 49ers
Saturday

@

1 30 pm November 5, 1988

At Spartan Stadium

WATCH EXCITING

SPARTAN VOLLEYBALL

THIS WEEKEND

MI

FRIDAY NOV. 4
SJSU vs UC IRVINE
Bring this AD Friday night for
1/2 OFF Regular SJSU
Student Admission Price of $2.00

Quimmr

-

’k

l’ "’

,kt

tt a*

SAT. NOV. 5
SJSU VS. LONG BEACH STATE
ALL GAMES BEGIN AT 7:30 PM
IN THE SPARTAN GYM.

111.

Take your chance at the GRANDE Airplane Toss
It’s Fun, It’s Easy, It’s Free!

GRANDE PIZZERIA & CAFE

Win Pizzas from

4th & San Carlos Sts., San Jose

The San Jose
Food Bank
appreciates
your help.

Your
forms
must be
turned in
between
Oct. 31st.
and
Nov. 1 1 th.
Important corrections in the

Directory of Classes!
There was a printing error in the
page order,the corrections are:
Biology Science Dept.
Microbiology
Natural Sciences
Science Education

p. 47 and 50
p. 50
p. 50 and 49

School of Business
Accounting
Finance

p. 49 and 48
p.48 and 51

,Ipartan Daily/Wednesday. November 2. 1988

Soviets battle budget woes
MOSCOW 1AP)
Finance MMister Boris Gimes said Tuesday that
the Soviet national budget has been
in the red for the past decade, and
that the deficit was "critically
large" in the mid -1980s before beginning to drop.
Gostev’s revelation at a news conference came just days after the Supreme Soviet passed a 494 billion
- Boris Gostev,
ruble ($795 billion) I9K9 budget
Soviet finance minister
with a 34 billion ruble ($55 billion)
deficit.
said. "We cannot live with a budget
In presenting that budget. Gostev deficit. So we’ll try to get rid of it
acknowledged for the first time that during the year."
the Soviet Union had it budget defiHe said economic managers
cit.
would try to trim $40 billion from
I’d say it’s been in existence for the budget, cut down on administraabout 1() years. It was extremely tion and get money -losing state busilarge, critically large, in the last nesses, 24,0(X) of which are bankyears of the previous five-year plan rupt, to turn a profit.
period." Gostev told reporters.
Western analysts said Monday
He said the deficit then was 37 bil- they think the Soviet budget deficit
lion rubles ($59 billion).
is larger than officials have said, and
"For the first time we have clearly may threaten Soviet President Mikstated that a deficit exists,- Gostev hail S. Gorbachev’s reforms.
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AIDS Advisory Committee members resign

after,
n
!rback
’resno
e San

LOS ANGELES (AP) - Gus .
George Deukmejian doesn’t understand the AIDS crisis, said a menilier
of the state AIDS Advisory Committee who quit in protest over the governor’s endorsement of an AIDS -reporting initiative.
Proposition 102, opposed by the
C7alifornia Medical Association, Cal-

Id San
ital ofthree
013114

ifornia Nurses Association and the
American Cancer Society. would require mandatory reporting to state
health officials of positive test results for those infected with the
AIDS virus.
On Monday. Dr. Michael S. Gottlieb. who in 1981 first reported
,:ir,es of what is now known as ac -

Cal0F42
NOY X/415
’Ea

Skibblefritz

Michael Sherman
tap tiorty No,
171:4we ? "<lk

Snaky

(wired immune defici.elic) syndrome, announced his resignation
from the state panel at a City Hall
news conference.
"His endorsement ignores the collective medical wisdom of the national and international experts
whose strategies to fight this disease
are already working... Gottlieb said.

David Rose
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Jan Various, who develops models
of the Soviet economy for the Washington firm PlanEcon, estimated the
deficit at 65 billion rubles to 75 billion rubles ($104 billion to $120 billion) each in 19K7 and 19)01.
Yuri Maslyukov, the chairman of
the State Planning (’ommittee and an
alternate member of the ruling Politburo, told the news conference that
the Soviet economy has inflation of
0.9 percent to 1.5 percent.
Maslyukov said wages have risen
faster than labor productivity.
"We have more money than we
have goods. That’s why the shelves
in the stores are empty."he said.
Some economic analysts say
cheap consumer goods are hard to
find in the Soviet Union because of
the system of setting prices. Since
producers are not free to raise prices
gradually on their goods, they stop
manufacturing them and replace
them with more expensive products
on which they can make a profit.

’For the first time
we have clearly
stated that a deficit
exists.’

Berke Breathed

Bloom County

Classified
Please call or apply in person

ANNOUNCEMENTS

924.1733

NEED MEDICAL INSURANCE? We
heve plans with qualify coverege

FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOL
ARS. International business.5

PUT

346

at affordable prices Call Mark Ellice, (408)943-9190 for no oblige.

end investors seek foreign ntionels with first hand knowledge

lion quote

of economic, 0.1.. scientific,

1700 Wye,

YOUR CAREER INTO HIGH
GEAR, Register your resume now
with the professional career pro-

and political conditions in home
country for consulting assts.
ton. For information sand to

gram Call (406) 243-4070 for de-

to BCS international. 700 St
Mary’s Place, Suite 1400. San Antonio, Texas 76205 or cell (600)

STUDENT

DENTAL OPTICAL

KAN

Enroll now! Seve your teeth, eyes
and money too For Information
and brochure see A S office or
cell (408)371-6011

AUTOMOTIVE

!S

74 VW SUPERBEETIE, super clean
Interior & body. Runs great,
$2200 bo, call 293-2379.

62428211 fmtension 656

FOR SALE
’FOR SALE

Stara washer dryer 1 yr

old good es new. $600
an (400)245-1342 924-3444.

Call

liGREEN IGUANAS. GREAT apt
.;
:1

J

pet"

HELP WANTED
APPOINTMENT SETTING, part time
Flexible
hours,
possible

.

conditions. good communication
Maw

790-0454

: AUTOMATED VAC EOPMT OPERA
S
TORS need.d on graveyd shift
I
and weekend shlft (211-40 hr work
0,

05 50-97 50 hr. with paid
ins .20% food discount .growth potential
FT,PT Flex
shifts. non -rush hour drive times
Work starts Nov 29 (415)326health

8666 for appl WHOLE FOODS
MET, P 0 Box 368Palo Afto.Ce
94302
GROUP HOME for AUTISTIC children
OvernigM sleep
position
32
hrs wk Call 377-5412.11-F 9-5.
IDEAL HOURS

GUARANTEED 14.hr
up to 311 hr plus BONUSES Sell benefit show fidiela
by phone from our San Jose office Mon -Fri 5 30500 PM Sat DINA Cell Duman at 984-0402
year
now
Salary Liteguerds $5 50.0040 hr
Pool Managers 0700-5460 to
CHI 942-2470

LOOKING FOR SALES REPS to sell
fax equipment Good commision Plea. contact STANFORD
TELEDATE Network. ill W Saint
John St , S J ,Ca 95111 2782050

for
NEEDED
Notional
Hairstyling Show
Athletic or

slender looking young MEN &
WOMEN Cuts. colors. & perms
up to $300 In FREE wok. Interview ...ion 11 12 BS. 3-6prn &
11 13 88. Dew at Doublet,. Hotel,
Santa Clara For mote Information
cooled Renee at (209) 527-6606
or Ronda 14151 375-1090)415)
570-7220

LEISURE SERVICES is looking
for 5 quellfied ADMINISTRATIVE
ASSISTANT, who will, under the

NAT’L MRKTNG firm seeks ambitious
jr. Sr or greduete student to men.
age on campus promIns for top
nod co ’s thl semester Flew
hrs w earnings potential $2,500
CON J111 Lis.. 1-800-592-2121

Must also order supplies and con.
duel other duties epeclei pro.
lecle 15-17 hours week in carn
pus offic

, .
6.

Starting pay . 65-

0505 Eligible work-study stu
dents encouraged to apply Opal.
cations in ASLS 0Hce newt loin,

NEED EXTRA HOLIDAY Cash? The
S J Symphony mints bright, energelk students who LIKE ...Ms
4 classical music to sell concerto

Call 9285950 Deadline to
apply is November 11

as gifts Base
at comfit
eves Call Ite. al 2117-7313

Pub

’CHILDCARE POSITIONS AVAILABLE,
S5 to 54 hr PT FT position*
1.b.
.io.

Northern California Nonni... 175
San Antonio Rd. Los Itos. Ca
94022 (415) 9482933. (415) 94929313

8COACHIES, Non.ixofit orgenizatIon is
1,
arseidng p I c.c.s for middle
6
school program Must be orga-

.

nized. mollytod, have trampor.
troining
teflon
Br -lingual A
provided Call Rich at 249-13060.

.1

BOY SCOUTS OF AMERICA

b
cennitti.s.witrh.ellutti.z&arelp.atedr, 0111,n.eftp05111005 evellable

Sterling Se.

$420 hr Call 444-3953
I DON’T MISS this OPPORTUNITY to
EXPERIENCE the Associsted Students ol SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY Your .tuderit govern
111.011

accepting
cumontly
fapplications on over 40 commit.
., .
.S.

Is

le. Including Public Relations.
Judiciary, Oral.. Studies. sp.clail allocation. A Review, Board
for Hurnen &tibial. Call A S Per.

solitin aon.1 today at 924-6240
,..

44
Z.,11

1VERS &

Arcernormsrsu

PART TIME JOB OPPORTUNITY
America’s Dining loll, a dynamic
new co . delivering gourmet food
In homes business in the iota
wee 11 700 enjoy tweeting people,
having fun & making money, then
give us call Currently. we hove
several p1 positions even Call Michael Rees M(408)3745324 or
Dale Bolson at (401)249-9040 for
an Interview Amer1.4 Dining In,

.: t
: ,t

OPPORTUNITIES

Apply al MARIE CALL4NDER’s
2031 Merldlan Awl

.14HIP.PLexist.1

PETERSON’. VIDEO TRANSFER Sys
is now hiring(pt. 11 ell
Knowledge of film video prel
Apply In person 10801 N Wolfe
Rd (in Vallco Village, Cupertino
TPSELAS

MOTO ASST Oueller Oets
is launching nationwida promo116" UM Ind...of outgoing,
people Gnat for mirk) sal. majors Must have own transport
Cal Angle. A CC. (415) 137.
6150

RECEPTIONIST WANTED 1-5PM, kl-F
San Jose law firm Cell Kathy or

Good

2801906

SERVICE S KITCHEN PREP PERSONNEL needed Flexible hours to Ill
with your school scheduM. will
train 11 intere.led, plea. coil
Karen at CATERING BY COAST,
(000) 730-0500
SPRING SEMESTER EMPLOYMENT
working in school with disabted
children Morning hours, up 10 20
hours
per week
ApolicatiOn
forms evellable in Room 201
Sweeney Hall and Career Planning
TELEMARKETING" Appointment setting Pert timm $200 WE POSSZ
OLE, DAILY CASH. Walking di.lance from campus Afternoon &
evening shifts available Good
voice

SANDWICH MAKER, port time. 3 Ps a
day I51w6 CaN (446)437-1044
SECURITY OFFICERS AND PATROL
DRIVERS P011 .04 pert time posi
Dons, all ehlfts No el...Noce
needed We train Apply Mon-Fri
260 Meridian Ann , San

ma-seu.

HOURS on unipus TIM
Joe*.
Dining Commons has poleftle.
Sr CUIWTY
relailettle el breelifeet and lunch

OFFICERS

personality Call RICH at

TELEMARKETING POLITICAL WORK,
Work for social change November "SS & 11EYOND,P Perm pan
111,0. poHtione.
hr
cornm
Neer campus CHI CAMPAIGN
CALIFORNIA al 216-6113 POE
TUTOR

FOR
BUS
CALCULUS
needed Call Sandie .1 (406) 924
4016.9.1 SPM

HOUSING
FEMALE.

English

major

seek quiet, responsible
non-smoker footnote Call Mon.
to
dayFriday.
943-9797,
Spartan Ad

PERSONALS

MASS

NEWMAN

COMMUNITY

on

Sunday evening. at
6 30£ 8 00 PM. Campus Christian
Comte, 10th & San Carlo. For
more Info .bout other activities
call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan al 298-0204
ELECTROLYSIS
CLINIC -Unwonted
heir removed permanently Confi.
dentlei by appointment only. 247.
7486. 335 S Barroom’ An.. Sen
Jose
EXAM FILES km Professors throughout the USA Exam problems w
the prohmsors own detailed solu-

NEED

LOST £2’
cv LOVES .

With My Care Gwen Cheigren,
RE 559-3500. 1645 S Bascom
Ac., PC
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow BENEFIT

FROM A

euDNDE wHo

PROFESSIONAL

MASSAGE, Using a variety of therapeutic techniques to bring
about vitality and spirit Spate’’’.
log in chronic palm. fiess. and
movement dysfunction Sliding
fes scale tor the handicapped
Strictly nonsexual Call 371-1433

Buxom
Hossraes

6,001m

Classified

discount to students and tec
ulty Willow Glen are, Cell Maria
.9 444-5494

sailing, dive the great barrier reef,
Trey& and party with the worlds

EDITING

PROOFREADING
RESEARCH quality wort Reason.

friendliest people You can even
visit Tahiti or Hawaii on the wey

ble lees Call Dee at 292-7029
ELECTROLYSIS’
removal.
monad

Profes.lonal

the

only

beck’ Its eummer there during our
winter break so call AUSTRALIA.
NEW ZEALAND DOWN UNDER

HAIR

permanent

Ask about the special

Joln WSFCU -- Your student Credit
Union-benefits include Tultion13ooks-Computer Loans Comperlithm Savings Rates
Free
Check Writing Cashing
Manu
lecturer’s Hanover GSL’S .04
luable Member Privileges Call
947-7273 or drop by our office at
and San Salvador

TWA OFFERS SJSU STUDENTS 10%
oft ANYWHERE, any fere Call
Andy. TWA Campus Rep 297.
6609

TYPING

at ressonable rates Cell Desiree
or Phil et 270-8960 or 922.7359

RESEARCH

SERVICES
Academic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All subjects Oust.
Med writer Resumes Re-writing Cetalog Berkeley (415) 641

NEW

ZEALAND,

AAA

cessing

ALWAYS

sum.
capabilities
and South
from SJSU

227.9419, gem to Sprri.

Resumes.

term

PC
pens, theses, reports of ati kinds
STUDENT rateo for undsrgrads

SECRETARY with computer
Close to school Available night
and day Rush lobs are my specialty Call Pam et (4011)225-5025 or
(401)225-9009

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME,
Prot...ion.’

word-proc.sing
services with Student discounts
avellable Offer hist turnaround,
pickup & deli nary, grommar edit

115 under 30 tours of Austrians &
Na. Zealand Philomela rafting

processing needs

SAM -9.0
PROCESSING".
Theses, Reports, Lettere No time
to type your paper, Call MARY
ANN el ANN’, 241-5490.Santa
Chars
TYPING

Reasonable
storage Tree
pick-up and delivery Call 2706936

PROCESSING

TOP

NOTCH.

Student manuscript
discounts
Editing avail Former tech editor
with BA in English & 12 years
prof word processing aper in.
dudes

Print Your Ad

& more 20 different books even-

685-0115
WORD

spell punc disk

quality output

WORD PROCESSING
letter quality
preparation of term were re.
ports. theses resumes etc Reasormble pricing, accurate end fast
turnaround Oncampus pick-up
and delivery Call It AM
Candace, 286.4390

Here

(Count approximately 30 lelie,s d’141

er

le

each hneo

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day

UTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
Sumo’ay evening al 10 00 PM at
Campus Chnstien Center, 100
San Cato. For more information
obey’ activitlee, call Rev Sorb

Two

One

ii ’nes
.1 I Ines
I5 l ines
?

Four

Five

Each
Extra
Day

Days

Days

Days

Days

53

$4 80

55 25

55 50

$5 75

$481

$570

$6 15

$640

$660
S750

St 00
51 15
51 30

$840

SI 45

Day

Firm... 1. 294-0204

Three

55 70

S660

$700

$730

$555

S7 so

$790

58 10

Additional I me Add S 90

PRINCE TICKETS for Thursdeys sold
out show on Noy 10, 025 piece

Print Name__ --

Semester Rates (All Issues)

Cell Bob Gary at 207.5851

10 14 t ines
91 ne, 55U 00
t 5 Plt.a, I ineS $9000

REWARD FOR INFO identifying persons who hit cream gray YA91
MAHA motorcycle pert.
Sell Fernando, Weds 1024 bell.

$70 00
Address

Phone 924-3277
City 8

State

7-10PM Brent (415)571-M20
404976-2002
THE SOUTH SAY
SUL ETIN BOARD
NOW THERE IS A fest and sesy
wey to meet quality p.ae for re

F nclosed is S

Circle a Ciassif lotion

mance or friendship Sale’ and
sport. pertlwrs are else avellebte
You may choose to Mere your

Only 102

dOytbI

111.5, VV.1,,IM

A,itomotive

I ’,OS ny

riter.1

Own nitMarlipe or hoer six different
mesuges left by Other. You
don’t have to do It Worm Some.
one ’pedal Is welting to relief
you Hurry. Call today! Over 19

An.louncement,

,tHret,

414

or Salt.

I 1.

111151

moune immmon

im#

,ft1,1

Inn

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose Slate University
San Jose, California 95192

emsim ism mu me

lines
Classified Desk Located Inside 0882Ci8

Deadline

Two days prior to publication

Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on

En me mum=

sior itr

WIL I OW Si FN

Patricia (4001260-56811

Editing.
term papers. theses
grannie. & spell checking All
work done On PS Laser Printer.
or printing from your disk Both

lion Theses, term papas, group
projects, resumes. etc All for.
mats including APA Al, room

re-

WORD PROCESSING in Santa Cruz
area Term papers, reports, manuscript...lc From 53 pg Call (406)

caslog Ineedn::::,".G:rapPuftW1cOsre.11Deftu
resumes.

CALL LINDA TODAY for etrperienced,
professional word processing
Leiser printer. cassette tranarlp-

papers,

Cell 996-6621

Term papers.

GO WITH THE BEST’ Tam advanlege
of our expert’. Top secretarial

disk

PROCESSING.

sumes. manuscripts. form letters
Experienced professional
Free
SPELLING CHECK, disk storage

ULTY RATES.

SERVICE

Free

Set p-u del twice daily
WORD

ass’s ,punctuelion.grernmar
lance All work guar...geed For
Mel professionaqUick & depend.
able worryfree &aryl. et fts best
cell PAM et 247-2401 (Sento Clara)
FAC
AFFORDABLE STUDENT

WORD

Get Page-

your typing needs I THESES)
Call Linde The Write Type. 7231714. San Jose.6AM-10PM. Mon.

reports resurnesietterc group
projects.manuals.theses, etc letter quality. All formats plus APA
Fr. disk storage, SPFL CHEK

Low Price,
pick up end cielly.
ery available Call (400)264-2641.

A

WORDPROCESSING

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your
word
acedenfic,Hminesciegal

The Perfect Paper

Erin rewrHe too

WI., (404)732-4645
DISCOUNT WITH THIS AD, This yean.
call a typist who is experienced In
ALL
including
formats
APA(NURSING DEPT) for ALL

(leave message) Avallble 7 cloys
a wee*

secretary Write Type-972-9430

Available May eves. weekends by
appt Call Anna .1 972.4992
A At

ers

246-

roblen formats Roil quer 125
as cop) Call Roe (408)274-1664

papers. theses, resumes, Phan
No chair minor editing Rates by
pope, hour or job Former legal

ANN&

Call

and typing services On -campus
pickup dial Letter gust Term papers.group protects, theses resun... Priers. etc APA. Mt Tu

ALL YOUR TYPING NEEDS MET Term

AAH, When overwhelmed by reports to
be typed, RELAX AND LEAVE
THE TYPING to me Graduate and
undergred

EVERGREEN

Eperienced thesis
typist 20% STUDENT DISCOUNT
By spot Chrystel .1 923-8461

AMY FOR

Santa Clara

%25

ACADEMIC WORD PROCESSING and

Serving Evergreen,

...ion with doing 0 right, FREE
CAMPUS PICKUP & DELIVERY
Students. faculty. writers. bust.
nes& corals Eop d with ESL writ-

scrIplIon Fr. SPELCHEK. copy
disc stow* ()trick turn-

around

completion on schedule reserve
yr tir. earty PJ-923-2309

Seri Joaa Minutes
CoIl Marrs. 14061

WORD PROCESSING

edit

’:sorts & group projects welcome
Rees rates. 7 min Inn campus nr
250 ISO To newn
yr papers

AS-

Profeeelonal Word ProThesis.
papers.
rePubil.hing
Desktop

Ian with MIS Cell (409) 732-7192
PAGEWISE
WORD
PROCESSING
AND EDITING Ha. MA in English, 5 yrs evp and haunting ob.

Thesis specialists Also term papers manuscripts, screenplays.
resumes. repetitive letters. trn-

transciption

ACCURACY

SURED

Got

your attention. mate? New Zeeland company ims opening. for
few adventurous Americo. on

ENTERPRISE

ACADEMIC & PROFESSIONAL desktop pubilhing & word process
utilizing IBM herdwere.rtP Series.

anteed Thanks

LIKE MAGIC
Word
processing, editing. research. remantes. on-line seething. bib..
graphics, quick reference L ibrer

experience
Willow Glen area
Phone Mrs Morton at 286-9440

Science),

La.r.Word Perfect 4 2 & dPage

St 50 per page double spaced
Availedn seven deys weekly
Quick turnaround All work guar-

TRAVEL
AUSTRALIA,

(asp

253-WORK
INFORMATION

punctuetion, sentence structure
on request (APA. Turabian. etc)
Former English major with 16 yrs

deb*. gramma-experienced College grads, so call us with pews,

EDGEABLE in typing that’s tops
Trust TONY. 294-2087 Thanks

5036
WRITING - RESEARCH - EDITING".
Call (1100) 777.7901

Guaranteed
quality
accuracy
Free disk Honig. proofing Rep
Sonabte rides We’re leist.depen

ACKNOWL-

ACCOUNTABILITY.

&SU

DISCOUNTS
Contact Doug Cl (4041 2112-7377.
Monday through Friday 3-9PM

NOT, Academic
word processing our specialty

theses
etc st 251-0449

Term

Papers, Research Projects. and
Resumes Help with grammar,

EDITING WORD PROCESSING

ABSTRACT WE’RE

reports.

IBM I. Mac li computers Special
student discount. Call Orinty s
WORDWORKS at 253-WORD or

Oukk return Alma.
den Brennen, area Phone 264.504
guaranteed

guarantee

Maker Papers.thesis.resumes.

T-SHIRTS for fraternifies, sororities.
clubs. business Custom screen
printing on shirts, sweets, end
mckets 0.11na work at reason.rates

and

copy Call
Pamela al (400)946-3842 to renow
serve your time

ACHIEVEMENT

AAAA-ACCURACY

PROFESSIONAL

DISC JOCKEY by
Deeiree Michel. formerly of KSJS
You ve got the Harty. 0101 got
the musk. Michel Productions
provides a wide voriety of music
tor your wedding party or dene

Ing

TOURS. (415) 948-2160, and aSii
about the Contiki specials Also
available. Europe mart summer,
Greet Trips. Super prices.

discount for FALL Complimer
tory consulate.’ by appointment
Call 294-0931"

eble el Span.. Bk. (downstairs)
& Roberts Bookstore

qualify. call Louise et MEC 7738200

&EEL.
L0100 IMVE
SEX, BE.Ehl WAYCHIN
THIS

or 395-3560
DRESSMAKING AND ALTERATIONS
Tailoring for men, casual sod formal wear. pent hemming 55 10%

tions Oven..e for a Engineering
courses, FIT, Calculus. General
end Organic ChernIstry, PhYsics.

MALES-FEMALES. apes 11.34, who
lie. to MUSIC on radio Earn
for ’nag reseerch project If you

mow

THIS GANS WIFE DISAPPEARS
AND "THE GIN THINKING
SHE’S DEAD
GETS MARRIED
A6AIN, ONLY HIS Nf..w WIFE
TURNS 0/.71 175
E INE
LONG LOST raw BUDDY
WELL. HE FREAKS, OF COURSE
014013931’S 1)3 JUMP OFF THE
ROOF OF HIS PENTHoUSE
15 SAVED elf A
.MIST
lb NE llteN FIRE MAKSI4A1.1AND LET ME TELL 515u

A SOAP
CALLED

Call before December 31,
1960 end get your first @opt all 2
price Unwanted Hair Disappear.

WRITING,

Glee ml. .11-8013
CATHOLIC

Gus Torres

Rocky

ully

ble
ANNA(STANFORD COMEDY SHOW)
Ya. I wes pretty busy 15.1 month
too This week would be greet

_

tortes Lel me permenently remove your unwanted hair (chin
bikini, tummy, moustache. etc )
IS’, discount to students and Isc

is

Our Food Deliver., FOE

Michele at 217.7710

pay. greet pert tirne lobs for col.
Speak... Cell ttle-Welters el

: 4MPLOYMENT

PT

OFFICE ASST NEEDED, FT days and
P t nights & wknd. Flew hr., lor
more Info call Sal or Carol at
Russell’s Furn. 296-7393

CARE
Haft
P. COUNSELOR DIRECT
...
needed at local residentlei ladties for young ear. & edoles.
..i

i

Scott Blvd Santa Clara (between
San Tomes A icon)

MATURE
wear

needed dey 6019111, 249-0931
MODELS

week) Requires 1-3 yrs man or
el.c assembly cop or Gaily ad in
the al... or computa prop

ditection of ASLS coordinator,
maintain budgets, records. form
inventories. & personnel files

Apply between SamSprn Mon-Fri at VANGUARD, 3212

MAKE MEGA BUCKS et odd hours
Experienced
carpet
cleaners

415 493-1800, .445, VARIAN
11.5

placement

994-4526

LIFEGUARDS
SEASONAL
round positions available

citizen We offer
Mint be U91005,
Call
reimb
education

;

Wog. Hort

from

$200 wkly or more based on sales
perfonnence Excellent working
skills must Call

blazer unllorm positions, vacation pay, ’Kg increases credit
union &
immediate permanent

na, enthusiasm is

S35 ea. spiny tall Iguana $20 ea
Large Iguana. $100 . 296-0721

1..

tal ins, *early pay. rmn.uniforrn &

Make

,’GOV’T HOMES $1(U repair) Foredoturns. too delinquent properly
...
j
Now .11ln This Cr..’
Cell pH
fundabie)
1-407-744-3220
Eel
".’;
0404 for listings

SECURITY RECEPTION. $5-57 hr No
experience necessary. full & part
time We are looking for outgoing.
social people to work so high tech
companies in Silicon Valley All

Most-activity beslc care HO.,
DD clients $550-I per hr Call Ms
Holoht 371-5220

store 50 entry level positions
evell in dell.bakeryzneat. produc
exeshlering, & grocery Exp not

/APPLE 11E. 2 disk drives. mg*. offer
Cell Carol at 249-1000

Suite 7, Santa
Clara, or cell 946-CAVE

shifts avail We offer medical den-

GROCERY -WHOLE FOODS MKT In
Palo Alto Is hiring to stall new

.00 DODGE OMNI, 024. 4 -sod Maim
offer. Coll 1140 247-9544 aloye.,
6211-6161 evening

Dr

occupa-

FULL -PART TIME aft -wawa’

82 TOYOTA COROLLA SR5 2dr Sap
ac sunmoon roof Ant Fm,st 740
excint. 03300100 VS al 945-5964
eve. after 7PM 721-3236 days

37

SERVICES
BARE IT ALL. Stop shaving, wooing.
tweezing or using chemical ctepill.

shifts available 7 days wk 24
hr dsy rocellent isey and bermPaid training. no sop net
misery Apply moo -Fri SAM-5.8

tails

OS1

CASHT Cave Security is hiring
101 1011 and pert lime positions All

goo

cancelled ads

imim

9 PM
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It you’re looking to turn your talents into 0
highly rewarding career in retailing, then
take a look at Macy
A Macy* $ career IS diverse and
challenging It requires innovation and
decisiveness in order to strengthen the
relationships we’ve established with our
in their
customers who demand
purchases Most importantly, its your
opportunity to become a risk-taker a
strategizer and above all. a success in OW
fast-paced. forward.thinking business
environment.

quality

To find out about the Macy s career path.
one which often reaches the senior
executive level in just three years, we
recommend that you attend our information session. Contact your placement
center for more information, including
upcoming Interview dates. Macy s is an
equal opportunity employer
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"Friendly local service while you’re at school."
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Before
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INSPECTION
’Brake Inspection is FREE on most
-ars with purchase of Oil Change
service Without Oil Change service.
brake inspection is
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When you have a deadline to
meet, depend on Kinko’s. the
"open early" copy center.
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OIL CHANGE
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You see them on the street. You watch them on TV.
You might even vote for one this fall.
You think they’re people just like you.
You’re wrong. Dead wrong.
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Issues prevail in last lap of race

Michael Dukakis
1),,,rocrari, presidential Candidate

By Elizabeth Walters
As the 1988 presidential race
winds into its final days, voters,
frustrated with endless electronic
sound bites, want to know more
about where Republican George
Bush and Democrat Michael Dukakis stand on the issues.
Gail Martini, secretary of the
College Republicans, said students are concerned over national
security, the Strategic Defense
Initiative, the deficit and aid to the
Nicaraguan Contras.
"We want to keep the good
times going under George Bush,"
Martini said. "Dukakis would
send the economy into a tailspin.
Our borders wouldn’t be secure.
because he would end aid to the
Contras. He’ll reduce . . . funding for SDI."
FAlucation, the Contras, the environment, child care and abortion
most concern the Campus Democrats, said John Hjelt. director of
administration for the group.
"Dukakis needs to define his
ideas and experience more effectilie said. "For example, his
vely
critic. say he would bring no for-

Student apathy rooted
in harried lifestyles
By Jeff Goularte
Trying to discern the political climate among SJSU students can be as difficult as
hitching a ride with Michael
Dukakis in his tank or finding
one of George Bush’s elusive
thousand points of light.
Well, maybe not that difficult because political scientists
and students all have their
views, and their opinions are
similar.
Several SJSU political science instructors agree that, for
the most part, their students
lack political interest, though
the degree of apathy and the
reasons behind it are as varied
as the student population.
And leaders from the two officially recognized political orCampus
the
ganizations
Democrats and the College Reagree that stupublicans
dents are generally apathethic.
Ken Nuger. a second -year
instructor, has noticed a lack of
concern among students in his
two introductory political sci-

ence course, this semester.
"Generally. it seems that a
few students are interested in
discussing the issues and the
candidates." he said. "But on
the whole, they’re really not
into the issues."
Nuger said he believes the
affluence evident in the
Clara Valley is partly respOn,i
ble for this phenomenon.
"Domestic policies can be
discussed in class, but they
aren’t felt here in the Santa
Clara Valley unless you’re
talking about the cost of living
or housing. he said.
Kent Schellenger. assistant
chairman of the Political Science department, agrees with
Nuger’s assessment.
"Students’ priorities are
elsewhere," Schellenger said
"Most people aren’t especially
political until something exceptional happens to them.
"I don’t see anything exceptional happening. We’re in a
time of peace and prosperity.
See PROFILE, bad, page

eign policy experience to the
White House; neither did (Ronald)
(Jimmy) Carter or
Reagan.
(Harry) Truman."
Bush has said he would consider cost before giving total support to SDI research and deployment. He supports the MX and
Midgetman missiles and the
Stealth bomber. He is suspicious
of Mikhail Gorbachev’s foreign
Dukakis has said his top priority would he improvement of conventional forces. He would reduce
funding for SDI. He has said he
would deploy it only if he and the
Congress see it as necessary for
national defense.
However. Dukakis has emphasized that "national security
cannot he divorced from economic security...
On reducing the deficit. Bush
has pledged "no new taxes," saying they would slow employment
growth and economic expansion.
which would create increased revenue to reduce the deficit.
See PRESIDENT, back page

George Hush
presidential

RefnibIll’an

Students nearly ignored
Little activity
at SJSU during
political season
By Tom Dunlap
and Nelson Cardadeiro
Until Michael Dukakis’ y sit to
campus Monday. SJ St ’ was
plagued by political apathy and
relative inactivity.
A strong push to register new
voters by on- and off-campus
groups was the strongest sign of
political life here the past two
months. That ended with the Oct.
10 registration deadline.
Before then, two off-campus
Center for the Particigroups
pation in Democracy and United
along
Democratic Campaign
. with the Campus Democrats and
College Republicans were competing for new voters, often getting paid $1-$3 for each registraBut there has been some effort
to present issues and candidates
on campus, whether sponsored by
Republicans. Democrats or other
groups.

Students were treated to two
non -candidate debates on campus
in October. SJSU political science
professors Roy Christman and
Roy Young assumed the roles ol
presidential candidates George
Hush and Michael Dukakis in one
debate, and the Campus Democrats and College Republicans
sparred during Political Awareness Week (Oct. 2-6).
"Political Awareness Week
bombed." said Scott Burston.
vice president of the College Republicans.
During the week. Luke Sommer, Republican opponent of
Norm Mineta in the 13th congressional district, spoke in Wont of
student, in the amphitheatre and
answered questions from a rowdy
1:1-1M11.

But two oilier candidates listed
on the Political Awareness Week
1 i. Gov. Leo McCarthy,
flier
Democratic candidate for the U.S.
Senate, and Robin Yeamans. a
Republican candidate for the 22nd
assembly district seat
never
made it.
Sociology students and the Associated Students’ Progi am Board
sponsored the tiYe-day event.
Burston questioned the influ-

ence of campus events and speakers in a society saturated by the
media.
"I don’t know if students really
want events and speakers, or if
they’ve already made up their
minds." he said.
Catherine Tompkisom president of SJSU’s Campus Democrats, said the college vote is "extremely important, especially in
this state."
Tompkison said California is a
toss-up in the presidential eke
titm, and students could provide
the margin of victory.
John Flaherty, a representative
for Mineta. explained why candidates don’t concentrate more on
the campus.
"The college vote is notorious
for not turning out." Flaherty.
said. "They’re not as interested as
they ought to be. They find other
things to worry about (besides)
voting in the election."
Flaherty also said that college
students
mg away trsin honk
often dim ’t bother to sole y la the
absentee ballot.
But he said students should be
attracted to Dukakis’ student loan
proposal, esjvcially after the Rea See STRArEGY. back page
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Initiatives alter
auto insurance
Current California car insurance procedures Ma’, collie to a
screeching halt if voters decide
C01111111C1 toNIN can be controlled
lour insinance initiatives.
l’ade to three years ago. when
the I .eg islature. the major California insurance carriers and consumer rights groups gathered to
hammer out compromise legislation.
Exit State Farm and Allstate,
two of the largest insurance companies in California. With two of
the major players out of the picture, negotiations fell apart, leaving each side angry and ready to
dig in for a prolonged battle that
has pitted lawyers and consumer
groups against the insurance industry.
Now fade back to the present,
where we find voters in the front
lines of a battlefield littered with
initiatives. Instead of one solution. voters face four.
Proposition RX), which closely
resembles the original compromise, is commonly referred to as
the trial lawyers’ initiative. Prop.
101 attacks both attorneys and insurance companies, while the
Voter Revolt -backed initiative
103 parallels 100 in many ways.
"No-fault.’’ Proposition 104, is
the insurance industry’s response
to all the hoopla. A fifth initative.
106, proposes a limit on the
amount of contingency fees attorflies can collect.
Prop. 100 was authored by Attorney General John Van De
Kamp. Assemblyman Lloyd Connelly. D-Sacramento. and Steven
Miller. who heads the Insurance
Consumer Action Network.
The cornerstone of this proposal is a 20 percent reduction in
rates for "good drivers" who do
not have more than one point
against them on their Department
of Motor Vehicles record.
Many of the insurance companies have maintained that passage

of this initiative would force them
into insolvency, noting that the
proposed reduction is too dra
matic. There are provisions in 1110
for future rate increases. however.
Companies would be allowed to
raise rates 7.5 percent per year for
personal policies, and 15 percent
for commercial policies.
Also at issue is the amount lawyers can charge for their services.
Prop. 1(8) mandates that no
change in their fees will be instituted. Lawyers commonly receive
up to one-third of a settlement if
they win. but often receive nothing if they lose a case.
"The insurance companies
have always fought government
control." said San Jose attorney
Stephen Cougill. "Look, it’s the
only business that is guaranteed
by law that you have to buy their
product. This has all come about
because people are fed up with
their insurance companies."
"No-fault" Prop. 104 would
reduce statewide motor vehicle insurance premiums by eliminating
liability benefits, except in accidents where serious or permanent
injury occurs.
Regardless of who is at fault,
auto insurance companies would
pay a specified amount to its injured policyholder. F.conomic
losses such as medical bills and
lost wages are covered, while vehicle damage is not addressed
under this measure.
An injured driver would not be
able to sue another driver for pain
and suffering unless serious bodily harm occurred, thereby reducing about 40 percent of vehicle insurance premiums.
"When you take 80 to 90 percent of lawsuits out of the courts.
you stabilize claims costs, so insurance companies can figure
costs and bill ((he customer)
accordingly." said George Firoder
of the no-fault insurance campaign.

Craig Kohlruss Daily staff photographer

Four auto insurance propositions could complicate or ease the future of car accidents
However. Harry Snyder, director of the West Coast regional office of Consumer’s Union. said,
"There is no guarantee of a savings (to the customer) because
there is no rate regulation" attached to Prop. 104. which would
expire in June 1991 unless extended by the Legislature or by
initiative.
The proposition has been compared to programs established in
New York and Florida and "is
written off this same concept."
said Dan Dunmoyer, senior consultant to the state Assembly Republican Caucus. However, payment to persons injured or killed
in accidents may vary considerably.
"No-fault is not a proven rate reducer, but a rate-mitigator. It
eliminated the need for trial lawyers except for serious cases."
Dunmoyer said.
Prop. 101 promises to reduce
rates on bodily injury and uninsured motorist portions of auto insurance policies by 50 percent,
while limiting consumer benefits
for pain and suffering and provid-

ing 25 percent of economic losses
(medical costs and lost wages).
Attorney contingency fees would
also be limited to 25 percent of the
client’s economic losses, except
in the most serious cases.
Richard Polanco. D-Los Angeles. who authored the proposition, said it will reduce consumer
premiums in every part of the
state.
Prop. 101. as well as 104, is
opposed by the California Trial
Lawyers Association.
Prop. 103 is backed by consumer advocate Ralph Nader and
Harvey Rosenfield’s consumer
group, Voter Revolt to cut Insurance Rates. It requires a minimum
20 percent rate reduction from
November 1987 levels for automobile and other property and
casualty insurance. It would also
freeze rates until Nov. 8, 1989.
unless insurance companies could
prove they were substantially
threatened with insolvency by
such a move.
According to Allstate underwriting manager Jim Pedersen,
Prop. 103 could force 75 agen-

cies, which write 40 percent of
California’s auto insurance policies, out of business.
"Prop. 103 is the worst of all
propositions, because I don’t
know of any industry that’s running on a pure 20 percent pn)lit,
excluding costs, because if they
horrendous
are . . . that’s
a
profit," said Robert Huckaby.
owner of Huckaby Insurance
Agency in San Jose.
Huckaby calls the initiative a
"cop-out" on the part of state legislators. He believes that if they
see the insurance agencies as
being money -hungry, it should be
their job to regulate the industry,
not to push the decision on the
voters.
Prop. 103 would also abolish
territorial ratings as a basis for establishing rates. Pederson claims
this would result in a 22 percent
increase in premiums for twothirds of Northern California in
order to subsidize the Los Angeles
area.
John Bagley. Hans Ingehretsen. Charlotte Klapp and
Brenda Tat Lam

Toxics disposal tops catch-all initiative
By Karen Derenzi
and Hans Ingebretsen
Proposition 105 - the **conright -to-know"
initiasumer
mixes five unrelated ideas
tive
into one ballot measure.
The first part of 105 deals with
the problem of disposal of household toxic products. It mandates
that businesses selling products
with toxic properties warn consumers not to dispose of the products down the sink or in the garbage.
The State Department of Health
Services would determine products to be included in the list of
household toxics. Paints, solvents
and motor oils are likely candidates for the list. Materials defined as pesticides would be
exempt.
Rory Kessler of the Santa Clara

County Executive’s office said the
problem is much more acute than
the public is aware of.
Kessler. who is working to
coordinate county efforts to collect and dispose of household hazardous waste, noted that these
products are especially detrimental to solid -waste landfills,
because they can filter down to
become leachate (contaminated
liquid), which can run off in underground plumes to contaminate
the surrounding environment.
A toll -free hotline would be established by the Department of
Health Services under the provisions of 105.
The senior citizens’ health insurance portion of Prop. 105 proposes changes requiring insurance
companies to disclose certain information regarding the sale and

content of "medigap" insurance
policies.
"Medigap" policies supplement or cover gaps in health insurance provided under the federal
Medicare program.
Among other things, the measure requires medigap insurance
policies to disclose that the coverage may duplicate benefits available under other policies and inform people of the toll -free
number that would be set up by
the Department of Insurance.
Nursing homes would be affected by 105. requiring them to
state on their admission contracts
and in advertisements that additional information about the home is
available
from
the
State
Ombudsman’s office.
It would further make it necessary for facilities that have

amassed a serious record of citations from the State Health Department to declare on their contracts and advertisements that
information about their violations
is available from the department.
A record of citations would also
be posted in the nursing home.
Another provision of Prop. 105
would require any corporation
selling stocks or securities in California to file a disclosure notice
with the Secretary of State’s office, regardless of whether it is
doing business in South Africa or
with any individual or group in
that country.
The final part of the initiative
would require any proponent or
opponent of initiatives and referenda to disclose in any advertisement certain major sources of financial contributions.
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Each month thousands of people are confidentially tested for AIDS.
Two propositions ask voters to decide
whether this confidentiality is a threat to
public health, whether doctors should alert
those who may have been exposed to AIDS
and whether police can force a suspect to
be tested for the virus.
With the passage of Propositions 96 and
102. California voters could drastically
change the way police and the medical
community deal with acquired immune deficiency syndrome.
Prop. 102 requires doctors to report the
names of people testing positive for the disease to public health authorities and alert
others who may have been exposed.
Blood banks, medical clinics and other
agencies would be required to also report
anyone they believe has come in contact
with the AIDS virus.
Supporters say the state’s current AIDS
policy is inefficient.
One group of doctors, California Physicians for a Logical AIDS Response, has
joined the proposition’s main supporter,
U.S. Rep. William Dannemeyer. R -Fullerton. in arguing that the virus can’t be
controlled without a better knowledge of
who has it.
Opponents, including the California

AIDS testing attacked
Measures could bring loss of confidentiality
Medical Association and
U.S.
Senators.
Alan
Cranston and Pete Wilson, argue that the loss of
confidentiality would he a
violation of civil liberties
and would push the disease into the closet.
Minority AIDS Project Coordinator
Bobby Smith compared a Pr T. 102 victory
with back -alley abortions.
"This (loss of confidentiality) would
serve as a reason for people thinking of
being tested to go underground," Smith
said.
Under current laws, individuals cannot
be tested for any disease against their will.
Some argue that AIDS should be given the
same recognition as other communicable
diseases, such as tuberculosis and various
venereal diseases, and this awareness
would enable health officers to act more effectively against the disease.

Wayne Johnson. a campaign consultant for the
committee
supporting
Prop.
102,
disagreed
about the negative effects
of testing.
The best form of education and prevention is to
alert people wh have been exposed to the
virus, he said.
"More than four out of five people (who
carry the virus) don’t know they have it,"
Johnson said. "And however they got it,
that’s how they’re spreading it."
Johnson also contends that th,: CMA’s
support of Prop. 102 is misleading.
"More than 70 percent of doctors in the
CMA support 102." because they consider
it a public health issue, while the medical
bureaucracy at the top consider it a civil
liberties issue, he said.
Johnson said Prop. 102 is much more re-

Props.
96
102

sponsible than two AIDS initiatives Californians strongly rejected in 1987 and in
June. Those initiatives. sponsored by ultraconservative activist Lyndon LaRouche.
had
proposed
mandatory
reporting
guidelines and a possible quarantine of
AIDS patients.
Craig Merrilees of Californians Against
Proposition 102 said the initialise ss ill iii it
prevent the spread of AIDS.
"It’s bad medicine and had public policy. It will cost hundreds of millions of dollars for a program that won’t work and
won’t prevent AIDS, Merrilees said.
According to the legislative analyst’s estimates, Prop. 102 could cost tens of millions of dollars.
Prop. 96, sponsored by Sherman Block,
sheriff of Los Angeles County, would
allow courts in juvenile or criminal cases to
require AIDS testing of persons charged
with certain sexual offenses or certain assaults on peace officers.
"(Prop. 96) was based on certain notorious cases where officers were bitten or
smeared with blood, and they wanted the
right to test for AIDS." said Charles Fennessey,, legal counselor for state Sen. Ed
Davis, R -Chatsworth.
Tom Dunlap, Charlotte Klopp
Hy
and Harlyn Limier

Smokers lit up
over possibility
of tobacco tax
By John Bagley
and ilarlyn Larmer
Proposition 99 has smokers
fuming and health educators
cheering.
The proposition will cover tobacco-related costs, including education, hospital cost coverage
and research, amounting to more
than S6 billion yearly. It will increase state taxes on cigarettes
from 10 cents to 35 cents per
pack. the second highest rate in
the nation, and raise $650 million
yearly for programs.
"The tobacco industry will
spend $10 million -$20 million on
outrageous advertising." said
Margo Leathers, executive director of The American Lung Association.
Opponents say Prop. 99 will
cause more crime, although
Washington and Oregon have a
cigarette tax and crime in those
states has not increased. Leathers
said.
"We are asking TV and radio
stations to withdraw the ads,
Leathers said. KGO radio has already done so.
"The tobacco industry is doing
a lot of their own bootlegging
using 1970 statistics." said Teasha Gillis, office manager of
Campaign California. a state public interest group.
"There was only one state with
crime resulting from cigarette
taxes." Gillis said.
In response to accusations.
Claudia English. spokeswoman
for the tobacco group, Californians Against Unfair Tax Increases,
said, "We have reports to prove
crime has happened."
"The tobacco industry needs

Prop. 99
5.(8)(1 new recruits per day to stay
in business. That’s why the tobacco industry is fighting this
piece of legislation. Leathers said.
If Prop. 99 wins. 20 percent of
the added revenue will he used on
school and community health programs to reduce the use of tobacco
among school -aged children.
Thirty-five percent will go for
hospital services for those who
can’t afford to pay.
Ten percent of the funds will be
used to pay physicians for patients
who cannot pay for health care.
Five percent will be used for tobacco -related research. Five percent will be used for public resources such as environmental
conservation and damage restoration.
The remaining 25 percent will
be used for any specified purposes
described above as designated by
tile state Legislature.
The measure would become effective Jan. I.
The tobacco industry claims the
initiative was written to benefit
the doctors who have supported it.
The industry also says doctors
would receive $292 million per
year from the new tax.
The American Lung Association sees Prop. 99 as primarily a
health issue.
"The No. I priority is education programs to deter kids from
smoking. Leathers said. "Even
smokers don’t want kids to
smoke.

hoto i ustrahon y reg a ton
Smokers could he paying more for their pack of cigarettes if Proposition 99 passes

Schools, JC’s seek guaranteed funds
Measure leaves out
state universities
By Serena Griffith
Proposition 98, which would
restructure the state’s school funding system, has the educational
community in an uproar.
university educators
While
view Prop. 98 the school fundthreat, and
ing initiative as a
others in lower-level education
see it as a blessing, both sides
agree that they hate to be at odds
with each other.
The initiative would, among
other things, establish a minimum
level of funding for public schools
and community colleges.
for kindergarten
Educators
through 12th grade and conimunity colleges praise the measure as
"funding
a "safety net, a

nity college districts. The appropriations limit is a spending cap
often called the "Gann limit."
after tax -reduction crusader Paul
Gann. who worked for its creation.
I.ast year. when excess funds
"free/c"
would
that
floor." and a
totaled 52 billion, the money was
save education from further de- returned to taxpayers in the form
of refund checks.
cline.
Prop. 98 would require that
But universities and four-year
colleges. which are excluded from those funds be used solely for "inthe initiative’s funding guar- structional improvement and acantees. are not so quick to praise countability." To meet this "acrequirement.
countability"
its proposed changes.
In a message to a gathering of schools would be required to file a
CSU regents in September. Wil- yearly "report card" on how the
liam B. Baker, the California funds are spent.
"Public education has been losState University system’s vice
president of budget and university ing funding over the last 10
relations said. "Proposition 98 years," said Warren Quann. politcould have serious negative bud- ical affairs consultant to the California Teachers Association. Caligetary effects on the university.
The initiative requires that fornia has the largest (average)
"state revenues in excess of the class si/e in the United States, he
state’s appropriations limit" he said.
See SCHOOLS, hack page
transferred to school and commu-

Prop. 98
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Projects await approval Area issues face

By Paula Johnson
Renovation of Dwight Hemel
Hall and the old Science Building.
as %veil as the expansion of the
Central Plant to pros ide cold
water and air conditioning for the
campus. may all he a reality with
the passage of Proposition 78
Tuesday.
Prop. 78 is one of nine California bond propositions on the ballot. It would pay for construction
and improvements of higher education facilities, including these
three renovation projects planned
by SJSU.
Opinions vary on how to pay
for these bond propositions without raising taxes.
Voters face a decision between
"charge now:, pay later- or "pay
as you go."
Opponents believe bond measures are not a feasible means to
pay tor the state’s needs. They say
Cal itornia taxpayers will have to
repay more than $1 billion in interest during the next 20 years.
Furthermore, they consider bond
financing unfair because the tax
burden is shifted from wealthy investors who buy the tax -tree
bonds to the working class who
eventually repay them.
State Libertarian Party Chairman Ted Brown called the bond
propositions "a scam- and said.
"Politicians are just trying to win
votes and satisfy interest groups. Brown also pointed out that because there is no state budget surplus this year. money to pay off
the bonds will ultimately have to
come front tax increases or cuts in
future budgets.
Lois Wallace. a spokeswoman
for Gov. George Deukmejian.
said taxes will not have to be in -

creased because of a $600 million
reserve in the state budget.
She added that even if all the
bonds are passed, the state will
only have a 2.6 percent rate of
debt
a rate which now stands
at 1.2 percent.
"The only alternative to bonds
is to raise taxes, or simply not
meet the state’s needs," Wallace
said.
Below is a brief overview of
Propositions 78-86.
PROP. 78: HIGHER EDUCATION
FACILITIES
BOND
ACT
A $6(X) million measure
that would allow the state to issue
general obligation bonds to pay
for planning. construction and alterations of facilities at higher education institutions. Supported by
Deukmejian. Opponents say the
current budget should be used for
major costs, not low priority projects.
PROP. 79: SCHOOL FACILITIES BOND ACT An $800
million bond for public school
construction also supported by
Deukmejian. Opponents say local
taxpayers should pay the tab instead of the state.
PROP. 80: NEW PRISON
CONSTRUCTION
BOND
ACT - $817 million in state
bonds for prison construction
sponsored by Deukmejian. Opponents suggest the justice system itself needs to be re-exaiiiined.

PROP. 81: SAFE DRINKING
WATER BOND LAW - $75
million in state bonds for loans
and grants for construction and
improvement of domestic water
systems. It is backed by various
health and environmental organizations. Opponents suggest replacing existing poor water system with private alternatives.
PROP. 82: WATER CONSERVATION BOND LAW
$60
million in general obligaton bonds
for local water projects. Opponents suggest that water systems
should be privately owned.
PROP. 83: CLEAN WATER
AND WATER RECLAIMATION
BOND LAW $65 million in
state bonds to finance clean up
pollution of water systems. Opponents suggest the pay-as-you-go
method.
PROP. 84: HOUSING AND
HOMELESS BOND ACT $3(10 million in general obligation
bonds to fund housing projects.
Opponents suggests allocating
these funds by stopping the influx
of illegal immigrants and cutting
defense spending.
PROP. 85: CALIFORNIA LIBRARY CONTRUCTION AND
RENOVATION BOND ACT A $75 million bond issue. Opponents say cities and counties
should be responsible for these
costs.
PROP. 86: COUNTY CORRECTION FACILITIES CAPITAL
EXPENDITURE
AND
YOUTH FACILITIES BOND
ACT - $500 million bond issue
for construction and repairs of
county jails, juvenile facilities and
youth shelters. Opponents say
these projects should be financed
locally.

Initiatives may affect judges
By John Bagley
The scales of justice mid he
weighing down on (’.ilitamia
judges. Three propositions on
Tuesday’s ballot (91.
and 94)
have a direct focus on nidicial
standards and public accessibility.
The first, Proposition 91,
would require that a person he a
member of the State Bar Association or a judge of a court of record
for five years, in order to be eligible lobe a judge of a justice court.
In courts of record, permanent
records of proceedings are kept
and rulings are enforceable in
other courts. In other words, a
court of record is similar to an accredited college: it is looked at
with more importance.
If passed, the proposition
would also give more power to the
justices presiding in justice courts.
There are 22 counties in California without municipal courts.
The initiative would give justice
courts the authority to handle a
greater variety of matters normally not covered by smaller, less
powerful courts.
California’s judicial power rests
in the California Supreme Court,
appellate courts, superior, municipal and justice courts.
Except justice courts, these are

Props.
91, 92, 9 4
all considered courts of record.
Prop. 91 would change that.
It would allow a justice court to
have equal recognition within the
court system. Its rulings would
become fully respected and enforced within the entire court system. This includes outside the
state and within the federal court
system.
If passed, justice courts would
become courts of record and have
the same power as municipal
courts.
The Commission on Judicial
Performance is the backbone behind Proposition 92. Under the
state Constitution, the commission is authorized to keep a close
watch on California’s judicial
community.
If passed, Prop. 92 would provide the public with more information. It is designed to make the
State Commission and the judges
it disciplines more accountable to

public if charges of moral wrongs.
dishonesty or corruption are
brought against a judge.
Prop. 92 would allow the commission to issue press releases,
statements and explanations to the
public, with the consent of the
judge being charged. This measure would scrutinize the activities
of judges and make them more accessible to public examination.
The final tip of the justice scale
involves leisure time or, in this
case, class time. Proposition 94
would allow a judge to accept a
part-time teaching job if the position were outside the judge’s normal working hours and did not interfere with judicial duties. The
judge could not earn retirement
credit from the teaching position.
Under the U.S. Constitution,
judges are allowed to teach in private institutions. They cannot
teach at public schools because
they are barred from accepting
public employment. This measure
would allow for teaching in private or public institutions.
Supporters tee: that if the measure does not conflict with a
judge’s duties, they should he encouraged to teach.
Opponents say that a judge does
not have time for teaching.

little opposition
Supporters
try to abate
voter apathy
By Paula Johnson
and Charlotte Klopp
Two low-income housing
measures to appear on the ballot Tuesday may face a defeat
that won’t come from opposition so much as a general lack
of awareness by voters.
"We’re trying to get money
together just to tell people it’s
on the ballot.’’ said John
Bums, Santa Clara County
Housing Authority executive
director of Measures C and D.
Bums said there is already
so much material for the voters
to review that the city measures
may be overlooked within the
clutter of the other measures.
Voter approval is required
before the state may develop
and construct certain low -rent
housing projects.
Measure C would allow
’development, acquisition or
construct ion ’ of a ma x imum
of 312 housing units each calendar year for the next 10
years, beginning Jan. 1
Measure D enables the state
to purchase 300 exisling units
per year.
Burns said the San Jose Real
Fstate Board has always been

Arts, parks,
health care
may benefit
By Serena Griffith
Health care the ailsaid
county parks v, ill all texiise a
boost if voters approve county
measures A, B. and S on Tuesday’s ballot, supporters argue.
Measure A deals with taxes
for the arts, Measure B concerns funding for county parks
and Measure S addresses
health care.
If passed, Measure A would
authorize the county to continue collecting the Transient
Occupancy Tax (TOT). The
county allocates TOT funds,
which last year amounted to
$125.(XX). to the arts and cultural events.
"This is a low tax to those
visiting hotels and motels."
said County Supervisor Zoe
Lofgren. "It’s good for the
arts, and every decent community needs the arts."
Symphonies, ballets, museums. operas, theaters, children’s museums and other visual and performing arts have
received TOT funds in the

o
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N1,-,;a3urs)3
ipposed to subsidized housing,
in the past, but not with this
measure. Bob Hansen, government affairs director, said it is
the board’s general philosophy
to support private ownership of
property.
’We’re supportive of low
income assistance but we think
the best way to deliver it is for
the private sector to develop it
rather
than
another
bureaucracy," he said.
Hansen said the board supports the measures because
both the private and public sectors will have equal opportunity to build and rehabilitate
the low-income housing.
The measures, which do not
increase local taxes, were
unanimously approved by San
Jose City Council members
after the Housing Task Force
recommended they be included
on the ballot.
The concensus of board
members xxas that "affordable
housing is hard to maintain."
said Alex Sanchez, San Jose
director of housing.
It is hard to say if the measures will pass or not. Sanchez
said.

San TOSV
IT 44’s
past. {ie.:it’s,. the tax is lesiCil

on those s. ’sting the area. i
does not ailed local taxpayers
Authorization to collect the tax
from unincorporated areas of
the county expires this year.
"Virtually every city has a
TOT,- Lofgren said.
She said the tax prevents the
arts from competing for funding that would normally go to
public health facilities.
Measure B addresses how
property taxes are allocated for
parks. Estimates place the
number of visitors to county
parks this year at 8 million.
"We need a county park
system," said Lofgren. "If
(Measure B) fails, it would be
a message from the voters that
the public does not want a park
system."
The measure is supported by
the Santa Clara County Parks
and Recreation Commission. If
approved, it would earmark
funds for the purchase of land
and for development, maintenance and operation of parks.
See COUNTY. back page
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Race stresses candidates’ experience
Its David Barry
As the race for the important 12th Congressional District seat winds to a close, the
two leading candidates, Democrat Anna
Eshoo and Republican Tom Campbell. are
focusing their hopes on one specific
issue Campbell’s past record.
Campbell. a former White House fellow.
U.S. Supreme Court clerk and head of the
federal Bureau of Competition and currently a Stanford University law professor,
stresses that his five years working at the
federal level make him more qualified for
the position than Eshoo. who has no federal
experience.
Meanwhile, Eshoo, a San Mateo County
supervisor for six years, contends that
Campbell’s record is full of negatives, and
that he has not helped the country with his
experience.
The race, according to spokesmen for
both the Republican and Democratic National Committees, is one of the most significant Congressional heats in the nation.
Running from Hillsborough in San Mateo
County to Gilroy in Santa Clara County
and over to Scotts Valley in Santa Cruz
County. the district has been represented
by a Republican for more than 20 years.
The district excludes San Jose.
With Rep. Ernie Konnyu. R -Saratoga,
defeated by Campbell in the June primary,
the Democrats see Tuesday’s election as an
opportunity to pick up an extra seat in the
House of Representatives. The Republicans see it as a seat they would like to keep.
Both Eshoo and Campbell’s most recent

polls show Campbell in the lead. In his
own poll, he is up 42 percent to 27 percent.
In Eshoo’s poll, he is only shown leading
41-37. Both polls have a 5 -point margin of
en-or.
In an attempt to either make up ground
or maintain their momentum, the candidates have zeroed in on the experience factor. For while both are stressing specific issues. they are for the most part in
agreement on them.
Both favor cutting the budget deficit.
giving more money to child care, giving
equality to women. giving U.S. companies
more protection in international trade and
improving the health care system. Both are
against aid to the Contras. the (IS -hacked
Nicaraguan rebels lighting to overthrow the
Sandinistas. and offshore oil drilling. They
only disagree on the specifics of carrying
out these stands.
For instance, in dealing with the deficit,
Campbell advocates passing a balanced
budget amendment and giving the president
a line-item veto that could be used on budget items as well as parts of appropriation
hills. Eshoo is for budget reforms, such as
two-year budget cycles and a pay-as-yougo policy on new programs. and for a line item veto that would extend only to the
budget.
About the only major issue they disagree
on is military spending. Campbell is for
doing research on the Strategic Defense
Initiative, better known as "Star Wars.
Eshoo is against "Star Wars" and for im-

plementing the Midgetman missile system.
Because of these few differences. Campbell’s record has become a key point of the
campaign.
Eshoo. using her own record as a county
supervisor, points out that Campbell has
never served in an elected capacity and has
never balanced a budget. She is also critical
of the record number of company mergers
that took place between 1981 and 1983
when Campbell was head of the Bureau of
Competition.
"He took the word competition out of
Bureau of Competition." she said in an interview at her Sunnyvale campaign headquarters. "Investigations went down,
mergers went up. That’s one of the worst
things for small businesses."
Campbell. however, said that he did not
approve any major mergers or any that violated antitrust laws.
"(F.shtxi’s) never identified a single
merger that I approved that she wouldn’t,"
he said in an interview at his Stanford office. "This is one of the more unfair things
she’s charged, and she’s doing it to take attention away from the fact that I ran a federal bureau.
Eshoo is most critical of Campbell’s testimony before the Senate Judiciary Committee on the nomination of Judge Robert
Bork to the U.S. Supreme Court.
"This district is not right, it’s not left,
it’s forward," she said. "Tom Campbell is
a very conservative individual . . . He
can’t say he’s going to end discrimination

against women and testify for Bork. That’s
like trying to mix oil with water. In his defense. Campbell said that he
doesn’t agree with the anti -women stands
attributed to Bork, and that he was only testifying as an expert on Bork’s labor law decisions.
"I was limited in my testimony. (The
Senate Judiciary) simply asked me to evaluate his labor law opinion and determine
whether he was anti -union or not. The
AFL-CIO said he was anti -union. I read his
opinions and found he was perfectly neutral
and fair on labor law opinion. That’s all I
testified on.
Other than going after Eshoo’s lack of
federal experience. Campbell has had little
to say about his opponent. He says she’s on
the attack because she’s behind.
"I hope voters will focus on my federal
experience that makes me more qualified
than someone without federal experience."
he said. "I hope the voters will tiicus on
the contribution that I’ve made to this community and realize that I could do more for
this district than one who hasn’t been
there.
Eshoo, however, said she believes her
experience is more worthy than Campbell’s.
"The 12th District will send out a message to this nation (on Tuesday)," she said.
"Our education, our health care and our
jobs are all important. I believe the 12th is
not a follower but a leader. I believe the
person elected should be that kind of person."

Run-off election
full of accusations
By Dani Parkin
The mayor of Milpitas and the
tinnier mayor of Sunny v ale are
duking it out over the District 3
Santa Clara County Supervisor’s
seat.
The turbulent race has had Ron
Gonzales of Sunny sale and Bob
I .iv engood of Milpitas snapping at
each other both verbally and in attack -style mailers. They have argued about each other’s funding
from special interests and represented each others records negatively.
District 3 extends from the
high-tech mecca of Sunnyvale
through the residential. Hispanic
community of East San Jose and
Milpitas. Incumbent Tom Legan
lost the chance to retain his seat in
the primary after he was acquitted
of misdemeanor charges of molesting his daughter.
In the primary. Gonzales garnered 49.7 percent of the vote.
while Livengood took 40 percent,
Legan only had 10 percent of the
vote.
Livengood, 33. and Gonzales,
37. have both served eight years
on their respective city councils.
Gonzales had two terms as mayor;
Livengood is currently serving his
second term.
Livengood has an Associate of
Arts degree from San Jose City
College; Gonzales earned a Bachelor of Arts degree in Urban Planning from the University of California at Santa Cruz.

E-J’oard
Supervi.vJr
Philosophically. both candidates believe that more needs
he done about drugs. toxic pollution and traffic. They just disagree
on the nuances.
Gonzales. a marketing manager
at Hewlett-Packard Co., is the
more cerebral and staid of the
two. He has a penchant for suspenders and conservative suits.
and tends to talk in thoughtful
tones.
Livengood is more the feisty
underdog and tends to emotionally
lash out at his opponent. But, with
boyish good looks he can be a
charmer.
One of the major differences in
this election is race. Gonzales, a
Mexican -American, has been endorsed by many Hispanics hoping
for increased representation.
Yet. Livengood asserts. "There
is no question that I can represent
the Hispanic community better
than Ron Gonzales."
In a rare flash of passion. Gonzales reacted to the statement,
saying. "I think I know the Hispanic community a hell of a lot
better than Livengood does.
. . hut I think that is where we
differ. I recognize their needs are
not much different than anybody

Ron Gonzales, left, and Bob I,ivengood are both striving to fill Tom Legan’s seat
else’s."
Livengood attacked Gonzales’s
record on toxics.
"He opposed Prop. 65. the
Clean Drinking Act of 1986; I
supported it.- he said.
"I find that particularly galling
when you consider that the city of
Sunnyvale has had more toxic
spills than any other city in the
county over 40 of them," Livengood said.
"If a toxic spill occurs, it
doesn’t necessarily mean that the
city itself is responsible.- Gonzales countered. "Look at the predominance of industry in this city.
The fact is that we have relatively
few major spills and our water
supply has never been threatened."
Gonzales presented his record

very differently, citing leadership
on a countywide toxic% ordinance.
the Hazardous Materials Storage
ordinance in 1983. It called for
double containment of underground storage facilities.
But
Livengood
contends,
"Having Ron Gonzales write your
toxic% laws is like asking (former
President) Richard Nixon to write
your code of ethics."
Livengootl also assailed Gonzales’s record on voting for companies and not citizens. "Ron Gonzales is absolutely in the hip
pocket of high-tech. . .Sunnyvale is the only city in the county
that doesn’t regulate smoking in
the workplace.- Livengood said.
Yet Howard Bell. a Sunnyvale
City Hall analyst, said. "We do
have smoking ordinances in the

workplace. . . . An employee has
the right to a smoke -free workplace. Commenting on the gaff. Gonzales said. "Mr. Livengood is not
terribly good on his facts, never
has been and probably never will
be. and that is why most elected
officials don’t endorse him."
But Livengood has been endorsed by San Jose Mayor Tom
McEnery and the San Jose Police
and Fire departments. Gonzales
has been endorsed by a majority
of the San Jose City Council as
well as other state and city officials.
Both Livengood and Gonzales
have attacked each other’s source
of funding.
See RUN-OFF, back page
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Morgan, Nolan focus on education
By Richard Motroni
The I I th District state Senate
race offers voters an interesting
contest between a first -term incumbent, Republican Becky Morgan. and Democrat Toni Nolan.
who originally did not receive his
party’s nomination.
Longtime party activist Bob
Mack originally got the party ’s
nod to run against Morgan, but his
death Aug. 2 of a heart attack
forced the Democrats to look for
another candidate. Within a few
days. the Denumats picked
Nolan, who at the time was running for re-election to the San
Mateo County Board of Supervisors.
"I’ve been in campaigns before
and know how emotionally’ exhausting they can he, so I took a
long time to think about the
orty r." Nolan said. "Finally. I

decided that there was a good
chance I could win."
While the candidates received
their nominations in different
ways. the issues they talk about
extensively are for the most part
the same.
The most discussed issue concerns California’s future in education. Morgan, who is vice chairperson of the Senate Education
Committee, said that one of the
areas needing improvement is
staff developnient of teachers.
However. the candidates disagree on the subject of teacher salaries. Nolan wants to raise salaries
across the board and criticized the
state legislature for not addressing
the problem. Morgan said that she
along is ith other members of the
education committee helped raise
teachers’ salaries from $18.000
per year to $21.000 and wants to

State
Sen F.-1i e
bring it to $25,000. but cannot he
cause the state doesn’t have
enough money.
The candidates also strongly
disagree on bilingual education.
Morgan said that the problem is
that there are not just two lauguages spoken in California
schools, but many different ones
making it nearly impossible to
have bilingual education.
"I’ve been to many schools in
my district where the teachers
teach in Spanish, Japanese,
Chinese, Korean as well as English. which makes it hard to find
teachers who speak the different

Norm Mineta has virtual lock
on local congressional seat
Ity Jim Hart
Since 19-4. Democrat Norm
Mineta has dominated the 13111
Fl is ing
Congressional Ihsti 1,4
earned the long standing (lust
\ siiieis. Sim
Santa Clai (
eta is e pecied to easi 1 55 in hies
day against Republican I .uke
Sommer.
But Sommer is not intimidated.
"It has been 14 ears Mineta
has been in ottice It has been 14
x ears since is c’s e seen something
other than talk
Sommer said.
Sommer.. i:ampaign efforts
have been persistent.
"Luke Sommer for Congress"
signs line many San Jose streets
including Winchester Boulevard.
just a few miles from Mineta’s Office.
The College Republicans sponsored Sommer’-, y isit to SJSU in
early October to answer students’
questions about his views.
But Mineta has historical roots
that reach deep into the soil of
Santa Clara Valley.
Following the attack on Pearl
Harbor, the U.S. government
forced 10-year-old Mineta and his
family out of their San Jose home.
Along with 120010 other Japanese-Amerians, they were sent to
internment camps for the duration
of World War II.
Although Mineta and most of
the others were yin/ens, they were
placed in camps similar to ilincen[ration camps.
Following the war, Mineta returned to San Jose and dabbled in
city politics. In 1971. Mineta was
elected mayor of San Jose, thus
becoming the first Japanese American mayor of a major U.S.
city.
Now. Mineta represents California’s 13th Congressional District, which includes portions of
San Jose (including SAU).
Campbell. Los Gatos, Santa Clara
and unincorporated portions of
Santa Clara County.
of_ Congress.
As a member
.

’The budget priorities of the
administration have forced the
Congress to bite the bullet when it
came to helping our kids finance a
bachelor’s degree or vocational
program.’
Norm

Mineta,

13th District incumbent
Mineta has sponsored a number of
bills, one of NY hich provided $1.2
billion in reparation payments for
the surviving Japanese -Americans.
Currently. Mineta is on the
campaign trail, not only seeking
his own re-election but also supporting the Dukakis/Bentsen presidential campaign.
For the past few congressional
sessions. Mineta has retained his
position as chairman of the Aviation Subcommittee, and a member of the Subcommittee on Surface Transportation.
Mineta authored the Airport
and Airways Safety and Capacity
Expansion Act that makes $20 billion available for the modernization of airports and the air traffic
control system. It also requires
airlines to install collision avoidance systems. among other
safety measures.
The act will provide at least $14
million during the next five years
to San Jae International Airport.
Mineta has also pushed for legislation on the ground. championing
a freeway improvement bill. Min eta describes transportation as the
"top concern in the Santa Clara
Valley."
"We drive on constant reminders of the inadequacy of the state’s
highway systems." Mineta said in

a speech to the West Val lc I .egislative Committee recently.
Traffic frustrations are placing
California on the brink of "
transportation crisis which will affect the economic prosperity of
the state.’ " Mineta said, quoting
the commission on California
State Government Organization
and Economy.
Widening of Highway 101, expansion of Highways 280 and
237. and the repair of Highway 17
are currently in progress following
the approval of an $18 million
construction fund.
In education. Mineta is working
to ensure that students can receive
grants and guaranteed student
loans.
Mineta describes the Reagan
administration’s action on education as destructive to college -aged
individuals.
"The budget priorities of the
administration have forced the
Congress to bite the bullet when it
came to helping our kids finance a
bachelor’s degree or vocational
program," Mineta said to the California Teachers Association in a
recent speech.
Sommer, on the other hand, is
supportive of GSL’s hut he would
like to see a better collection procedure. "The major problem is
that students don’t pay (GSL’s)
off.’ Sommer said.

languages." she said. "Further- child care in California.
For his part. Nolan said that the
more. I recently went to a Hispanic school where they teach the Legislature could do a much better
students to speak English as soon job by treating child care as an
as possible. which I feel works economic problem instead of a
women’s issue.
better than bilingual."
Nolan supports bilingual educaIf elected. Morgan said she
tion in that it "makes every stu- would concentrate her efforts on
dent learn to speak English... He improving child care, education
went on to say that schools need to and transportation.
reward teachers who are hi- or
Nolan. who is the first openly
Morgan and Nolan want to en- gay candidate to run for state ofcourage private investment in fice, said he would ask the state to
child care through programs to put more funding into education
help working parents. The candi- and child care, and set up an
dates agree that the costs of most AIDS commission.
child care centers are "ridicu"We’ve lacked leadership on
lous.
both the state and federal level in
Last year Morgan was instru- addressing the AIDS crisis." he
mental in the creation of the Child said. "We need a statewide coniCare Development Committee, mission to fund treatment centers.
which, she said, is designed to research and education prohelp deal with the problem of grams."

Council hopefuls
sling allegations
By Ilans Ingehretsen
and Datil Parkin
The city councn District Ii
and District 111 candidates have
filled the streets %%MI sums and
the pages of local lieu papers
with accusations.
In South San Jose, home builder Joe Head and attorney
Dan Minutillo are fighting to
represent District 10’s 71010
constituents.
lanni
Nancy
Incumbent
faces challenger Ken Machado
in the race for District 6, which
passes Willow Glen, the
enc
Rose Garden area and West
San Jose.
lanni views the race as crucial to keeping the council
from being dominated by the
presence of Mayor Toni McEnery.
"Machado has been handpicked by the mayor to run
against me," lanni said. "This
has become an important issue
for the community. Will we
continue to have an independent voice on the council?"
Machado denies he would
simply follow the mayor’s di’
rectums: "That’s simply not
true," he said. "I’m running
because 1 feel I can do a good
lob for the city. I’ve not been
put up by anybody. The mayor
is supporting me. but I have
not received an outright endiirsement from him.’’
The most important issue,
Machado maintains, is effectiveness. He claims lanni has
failed to adequately represent
the district.
lanni contends she has
served her community well,
citing the renovation of the
Willows Senior Center, located
at the site of the old Lincoln
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City Council
Glen school, and points to her
xvork in planning the Guadalupe Corridor and Highway 85.
In District 10, Minutillo is
pitted against Head, for the vacated seat of Bob Putnam.
Both candidates agree that
the major issues of the region
are land use and transportation.
Each promises to ensure quick
completion of highways 85 and
87. Their major areas of dispute have centered on Head’s
former home-building business. Watt -Head Inc.. and developement of an open space
area. South Almaden Urban
Reserve.
"Fhe developers will want
to increase profits by overbuilding in the reserve. Minutillo said. "My job on council
will be to limit building in the
reserve.
My opponent is
backed by land developers."
But Head insists that won’t
happen. "There is no question
of where my business has
been. but I’m as committed
and as concerned about my district as anyone."
In fact. Head said his background in construction is an
asset. "There is no one on the
council with any construction
background. I know the ins and
outs of the business." said
Head.
Minutillo insists that developers are supporting Head because they know he will "build
and build and build.’’

Voting make you nervous?
Don’t worry . . .
WHEN TO OTE:
Tuesday N.0%. 8. The polling placcs ss ill he open flow
7 a.m.44 p.m.
WHERE TO VOTE:
Look on your ballot for the red arrow saying "Vote Here.
Your name will he registered at this polling place.
VOTING BY ABSENTEE BALLOT:
If you filed for an absentee ballot before the Nov. I deadline.
you should have already received the ballot or will be receiving it
in the next few days. Follow the directions carefully. Absentee
ballots must be at a polling place by 8 p.m. Tuesday in order to he
counted. Absentee ballots not received either in person or by mail
by that time will not be included in the final tally.
TIPS FOR VOTING:
If you are planning to vote in person Tuesday, here are some
tips from the Santa Clara County Registrar of Voters:
The best time to vote will likely be before 4:30 p.m. After
that time, it is expected that the polling places will be crowded
with people getting off of work.
Complete the sample ballot you received in the mail befbre
entering the voting booth. Many polling places will be enforcing
the I0-minute-per-voter time limit mentioned in the voting pamphlet. There will hardly he time to register your votes much less
make decisions in the booth, said a spokeswoman from the county
Registrar of Voters.

Measure gives governor
power to deny parole
By Ron Haynes
If Proposition 89 passes, sonic
paroled prisoners will have to
pace the cement floors of their
cells a little longer.
The measure, designed to protect the public from paroled and
convicted murderers, will provide
a means for Gov. George Deukmejian to review parole board decisions prior to their release.
Where releases are considered a
threat to society, the governor
would have the power to override
them.
"We think it is a greatly needed
said
Barry
Brokaw,
spokesman for state Senator Daniel Boatwright. 0 -Concord, who
co-authored the measure.
"In California, a life sentence
does not mean a life sentence.
Therefore we feel that the people

Prop. ;,--Jr)
of California need a means of protection against the convicted murderer. he said. "We think it’s a
clear, simple and straightforward
measure."
According to the California Department of Corrections. 365 convicted murderers paroled in California between 1973 and 1986
were returned to prison for parole
violations.
Brokaw emphasized that Prop.
89 would greatly reduce parolee
recidivism within the state and
give the governor official power
See PAROLE, back page

Feisty farmer
Dairyman Areias campaigns for fourth term
By Paige (’. Briber
From modest means to the California Assembly . Rusty Areias
still maintains his small-town ideals as he attempts to win his seat
Tuesday for the fourth time.
The 39-year -old Democrat is
running against Republican Ben
Gilmore and Libertarian Mark
Hinkle for the 25th district seat.
Areias ran against Gilmore in the
last two races, and obtained at
least 70 percent of the vote both
times. Areias is favored again this
time. The district runs from south
San Jose to Monterey.
Areias still makes his home in
Los Banos, about 70 miles southeast of San Jose. where his family
runs a dairy farm.
He said the one thing he remembers most when he was growing up was having to save water
because the water heater only held
one bathtub’s worth of water.
Although there wasn’t a lot of
money. Areias said there was a lot
of love and attention.
"My family believed in God
and hard work," he said.
Education was stressed in the
Areias home. Areias’s father was
the first of nine children to graduate from high school and urged
his son and two daughters to go to
college.
Growing up. Areias often assumed leadership roles in the 4-H
Club and Little League baseball.
At Chico State University. he was
president of his fraternity and the
interfraternity council.
But it wasn’t until 1974 and his
last year at Chico State that Areias
ran for his first office, Associated
Student Body president.
"I was really surprised when I
won, he said. "I think my people skills were good and my vice
president and I campaigned harder
than our opponents."
If winning the election piqued
his interest in politics, working on
then-state Assembly Speaker Bob
Moretti’s unsuccessful bid for

Taxable home value may rise
Seniors may benefit

Prop. 90

By Richard Motroni
Certain homeowners would buy or build a replacement home
face higher property taxes after in the same county within two
they move, if Proposition 90 is ap- years of selling the previous
proved.
home. The replacement home
The vote on Prop. 90 would af- must be of equal or lesser value.
fect those homeowners age 55 and
Prop. 90 would allow a qualolder interested in transferring the ified homeowner to transfer the
current value of their original current assessed value of the origihome to a residence in another nal home to a replacement home
in another county, provided that
county in California.
Currently. these older home- the county agrees to participate.
While the intitiative would have
owners can transfer the assessed
value of their home to another no direct state or local fiscal efhome in the same county. They fect, the measure would reduce
gain an exemption from increased property tax collections. The
property taxes on their new home. amount of the reduction depends
In order to qualify under the on the number of counties that
current law, the homeowner must choose to participate, the number

of qualified homeowners and the
value of both the original and replacement homes.
Proponents like Josephine D.
Barbano, chairwoman of the California State Legislative Committee American Association of Retired Persons, in a written
Assemblyman
statement with
Dave Elder (57th district) and
Cecil
Green (33rd
Senator
State
district), said that Prop. 90 "can
help increase our senior citizens’
freedom to live where they choose
and at the same time help more
young families have the opportunity to achieve the ’American
dream’ of home ownership."
That’s not the way Pebbles
Trippet of San Francisco Grassroots sees it. Trippet called Prop.
90 "a scam" that allows a fortunate few to avoid normal taxes.

. . .

Rusty Areias
iii i ii for fintrth term

governor in
1974 solidified
Areias’s desire to serve the public.
"Bob was a role model for
me," Areias said. "I learned a lot
about the Assembly and politics."
After studying politics and
mass communications in Brazil.
Venezuela, Peru and Bolivia,
Areias returned to Los Banos to
help save the family business.
"I ran the farm for nine years,"
he said. "I turned it into the first
computerized dairy farm in the
area."
As the farm became a model for
others like it. Areias became interested in local politics. He ran for
and won his seat in the Assembly
in 1982, and soon realized that the
legislative body needed reform.
Areias said the main problem in
the Assembly now is that many
bills with public support are dying
in committee because they lack a

fourth s ote. s Inch s
all.,
them to go to the floor.
He said that Assembly Speak et
Willie Brown’s, 1) -San
ability to get virtually any bill he
wants passed is also part of the
problem.
Over the last three years. Areias
along with fellow Democratic Assemblymen Chuck Calderon of
Los Angeles, Steve Peace of San
Diego. Jerry Eaves of Realto and
Gary Condit of Modesto have attempted to oust Brown from the
speakership.
Known as the "Gang of Five."
their main goals are to diffuse the
centralized power of the secretaries and chairmen of the committees and the speakership.
"We want to change the way
the Assembly operates, he said.
’We have to develop accommodations people need to assure a
gtxxl quality of life."
These "accommodations. he
said, include transportation. affordable housing and more new campuses to keep California’s talent in
the state.
Areias said the most important
issues facing the Assembly now
are reforms in health and auto insurance, workman’s compensation and affordable child care.
For now, re-election is foremost in Areias’s mind. But if he is
unseated Tuesday. he will be disappointed, not discouraged.
"I was accepted at the John F.
Kennedy School of Business at
Harvard," he said. "If I don’t win
the election, I’ll go get my master’s (degree in political science)
and conic back and be a dairy
farmer."

GOP concedes to Sher
Incumbent faces
token opposition
By Richard Motroni
California’s 2 I st Assembly
District is only one of two major
districts in the state in which the
Republican party failed to post a
challenger to the Democratic incumbent.
None of this comes as a surprise
to Democrat Bryan Sher. assemblyman of the 21st district.
"I’ve been assemblyman for
the past eight years and in the last
election I won with 70 percent of
the vote. Sher said. ’However.
just because there is no Republican running against me doesn’t
mean that I can sit back and
relax."
The only major opponent running against Sher is Bob Goodwyn, a Libertarian in his first election campaign.
For nearly eight years in the assembly. Sher’s primary focus has
been on the environment. Sher
said that he wants the legislature
to get tough on pollution and polluters.

!3tate
ASS9in bly
"I sponsored the Air Quality
Act which I believe is the toughest
air pollution lesiglation ever
passed." he said. "I’m also
deeply concerned about companies dumping toxic waste into our
drinking water.
Sher opposes off-shore oil drilling on Northern California’s
coast because "there is potential
for a major disaster in trying to get
a small amount of oil.
"I don’t oppose off-shore drilling where there is plenty of oil."
he said, "but Northern California’s shore has so little oil that I
feel it’s unnecessary .
While the assemblyman’s campaign focus is on the environment.
Goodwyn’s issues concern reducing the size of government.
Goodwyn said that he wants to
promote a free market system in
which government has a much
smaller role.
"Education would he less ex See SHER back mgt.
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Strategy

roots ach% ity on %awns is ’elated
to I3tuslis stiateg% iii Calitomia.
He has relied on a highly orgaFrom
nized i.ampaign to phone calls and
colgan adminiso anon cuts in
maim media blitimg. de-emlege grants and loan,
phasizing the grass roots effort.
Santa Clara County Super’. isor Burston said.
Toni Legan said Rush and his adOther candidates have spoken
% INers ha% e deckled 1 V commer before meetings 4 the Campus
%la’s ale the most cost eiteetive Democrats and College Republitolin ot ad% ertusing, lea% ing only cans, to which all students were
small piece ot the pie for local welcome.
Olio,
State Sen. Alfred Alquist spoke
However. the Santa Clara briefly to approximately 50 stuCounty Republican headquarters dents on Oct. 20. The students
is not short on volunteers. Legan had gathered in the Student Union
saiil. lust on buttons, bump- to hear Democratic vice presierstickers and posters.
dential candidate Lloyd Bentsen
"We requested 500 George answer questions from an SJSU
Bush posters front the national student and students from 12 other
1.egan said, ’and colleges. The responses were
Callipaign.
the% said. ’You’ve got to he kid - broadcast to 26 campuses.
We only have 500 for the
But Summer was the only can5k hole state.’ "
didate other than Dukakis who atCollege Republican Hurston tracted more than 50 students to
said the 1.1%k of Republican iass his appearance.

Run-off

1.0111 page 5
"We don’t have as many big
supporters as Mr. Livengood
does... Gonzales said.
Livengood claims that Gonzales is supported mostly by his
"high-tech buddies."
As of Sept. 28, Gonzales had
the larger campaign coffer. He
had received nearly $1(10,(XX)
more than his opponent. Of Livengood’s $271.795. more than
half came from builders, developers and organized labor.
Gonzales has received $370,424. much of it from high-tech
companies and developers. For
example. he received 512.000
from the real estate development
firm of Jay Paul Co. based in Los
Gatos. $2.929 from John Young,
president and CEO of HewlettPackard. and $3.250 from David
Packard himself.

President: Campaign trail runs out
Fron/ page /

To encourage in+ estment. Bush
sa+ s he would cut capital gains
taxes He would impose a "fl
ble free/e. limiting spending increases to the le%el ot inflation
Dukakis contends the only way
to reduce the del is it is to make
"tough choices’ on spending and
to encourage Ca:01101111e grim th.
He has said he would raise taxes
only as a ’lasi result and proposes collecting taws through an
amnesty proj2i;on similai to one in
Massachusetts
On I. S poli%% in Central
America. Bush ta% ors continuing
support to the Conti a instil gents to
pressure the Sandinista go% ernment to allow free elections.
Dukakis opposes Contra aid
"on moral grounds.’ but say , he
would order intervention in Nicaragua if it were used as a base for

Soviet offensive military power.
To Immo% e education. Hush favors establishing a $500 million
program or merit schools that
impro%e education for disadvantaged % ouths.
Dukakis pledges to restore the
Reagan administiation’s cuts in
educational funding and to work
to end adult illiteracy .
’to reduce pollution. Rush law’ s use of natinal gas. ethanol
and um% ’ear power. He recently
changed Ms stand on oil drilling
oft the C.ditorma coast: he now
faors delav in leasing sites.
Dukakis has king opposed offshore drilling. He supports use of
solar energy and natural gas and
advocates a moratorium on nuclear reactor construction until
safety problems can be solved.
For child care. Bush proposes a

$1,000 tax credit for each child
under 4 years of age for working
families earning less than 510.000
a year. But he emphasizes, "go% ernment shouldn’t be in the child
care business. .
Dukakis suppports the "ARC
%%Inch would develop a network of government -funded day
care centers.
Regarding abortion. Bush opposes Roe v. Wade. the 1973
U.S. Supreme Court decision legalizing abortion. Dukakis supports this ruling.
The Reagan administration had
hoped to reverse Roe by appointing enough justices to change the
original 5-4 ruling. Since two of
the sitting justices are in their 80,,
it is probable the next president
will make appointments to the
Court that will affect its tenor for
years. if not decades.

Sher: Incumbent tagged to win district
It, an page 7
pensive if there are more pri+ ately
funded schools in which more
money would go directly to the
schools rather than our current bureaucratic system that constantly
wastes money.’’ he said. "I
would also reduce regulation on
housing and landlords. and let
people deal with holisill!2 iii their

own %%a%
Ooodvt%n also said that he favors legalizing drugs because
can do whatever you choose
w do to your body as long as you
don’t hurt others and not let the
government tell you otherwise.
He went on to say that legalizing
drugs would help curb gang tinlence in cities like Los Angeles.

County: Passage expected
-1
The measure seeks to continue
the transfer of binds from the
county general fund to the county
park fund.
"We’ve done this for some
years, but it needs to he renewed
by voters every mut years... sald
Lofgren.
real nin of Guadalupe
The
River Park. a downtown park hy
the riverbed. would be assisted ft%
Measure B funds.
"I think people need that Fehet
said
down here in the vallev
Lolgren.
I
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Measure S is an ad’. isorv MC:1"til21117 the federal government to do sunk:thing comprehenSike III the area cif health care."
she said.
’It doesn’t create the program.
hut it lets the gov eminent know it
is a priority she said
Similar health ad% isory mica stiles are on local ballot., iii other
areas Measure S states that the
go+ eminent should "develop a
ledetallv funded health care program tun the whole nation that is
financed tairlv and keeps health
care costs down.’’
,We

If re-elected. Sher said he
would continue his efforts toward
protecting the en’. ’Foment, prosiding more housing for the
homeless and preserving the Cal Train commuter rail system from
San Jose to San Francisco while
promoting car pooling.
Goodwyn said that if elected he
would reduce the role of government even though he admits his
chance for winning "is about as
good as winning the lain,’ tw ice

Profile:Apathetic outlook
From page I
and the fact that most people are
doing reasonably well. I can understand their lackadaisical attitude."
Terry Christensen. who teaches
a course on urban politics, agrees
with his colleagues that apathy is a
problem among tuklay’s students.
But Christensen said the problem
extends beyond San Carlos and
San Fernando streets.
"It’s true of everybody, not just
students.’ he said.
Christensen even offers a theory that apathy at all levels is by
individual choice.
"There’s more voter alienation.
and people are more cynical," he
said. "I think people consciously
choose not to vote.’’
All three instructors teach
upper -di+ ision courses, where
the said political awareness is
higher. Christensen said several of
his students are working on supervisoi ial and city council campaigns. arid Nuger said most of his
public administration students
work in local government.
Throughout the semester, both
campus political groups have
maintained high v nubility on campus, especiall% V. hen they were
positioned outside the Student
Union rcgi.tering voters earlier
this semester.
The Campus Democrats recorded about 700 new %utters during their campaign. receiving $1
to $2 per registration. according to
President Catherine Tompkison.
Tompkison, an industrial organizational psychology graduate
student, said her group of 40-50
active members has tried to increase student political panicipation.

"The Campus Democrats have
done everything possible to promote political awareness. she
said. "But like the country, the
political climate leaves much to be
desired."
The College Republicans registered between 400 and 500 new
voters during the same period. receiv ing between $2 to $4 per new
voter, said Mark Kenwonhy, former club president.
Kenworthy described the campus as apolitical, though the atmosphere is outspokenly liberal.
"Most people don’t really care,
but it’s very middle of the road."
he said. "To me. a lot of people
are starting to support Bush: a lot
of closet Republicans are appearing before us now
Kenworthy, a junior majoring
in political science, said the reason is simple why more people are
outwardly supporting Bush.
"Bush has done a better job
campaigning and people don’t like
Dukakis. They are scared of
him,’’ he said.
Nuger. Schellenger and Christensen all said they discuss issues
and local and national candidate,
in their classes in an attempt to increase awareness.
At least in my classes, students are becoming a little more
interested in the process. Nuger
said. ’’That’s good. because it
gets people thinking even if it’s
only for a few minutes.’’
Christensen said he supports the
efforts of both the Campus Democrats and College Republicans.
’There’s more organizing on
campus than I’ve seen in a while.
Political Lucius ity has increased and
that’s a good sign.

Parole: Sides at odds
From page 7
Voter reaction to Prop. 89 has
to the protect the public from the been mixed. While some agree
early release of dangerous crimi- that such legislation is long overdue, others cite various reasons
nals.
The Rev. Paul Comiskey, why the governor should not have
speaking for the Prisoners Rights such power.
"I think (Prop. 891 is a good
Union, argues against this measure. He contends that Prop. 89 deal in the sense that there is not a
pithdicue decisions on current law to allow the governor
will
whether to grant or deny parole to do this. said San Mateo
and that unpopular convicts will County voter Jim Touchstone, 47.
be denied parole dates.
"To me, it means something to
Despite his arguments. Comis- keep a (convicted 1011cl-tin
Renata Harris. 34. :mother San
key said the proposition has an excellent chance of passing "be- Mateo voter, believes the proposicause parolees have become a hot tion could possibly require too
potato’ for the governor and the much of the .,!1.sCr11111’s time,
%utters will probably approve it which could he better used on
more serious matters
oservuhelmingly.

Schools: 98 helps elementary level
Fran; page .1
Raker agrees that Prop. 98
would provide "a helpful infusion
of funds" to public schools and
community colleges. However, he
argues that because they would
become the only state-funded programs with a guaranteed income.
other programi us. including universities, would have to scramble for
funds when state revenue surpluses could not provide funding.
As public schools and commu-

nity colleges hope for a positive
November vote, some university
and four-year college officials bemoan that the were not included
in the outwit+ es financial bonus.
Responding to Baker’s claims
that Prop. 98 could hurt the University of California system.
Quann said universities are "well
the %% ill always
taken care of
be taken care of Kindergarten
through 12, however, has not
been treated so well.

In the long run, the proposition’s lower-level funding will
help colleges. claims Jan Karey.
director of communication services for the Santa Clara County
Office of Education. Educational
improvement from kindergarten
through 12th grade would mean
less remedial work at the university level, she said.
"I hate to see one faction of education take a stand against another."

